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Jesse Kaltenbach CA 94952-4719
"Just wake up. We are stewards of the earth for the future generations. Grow up"
Natasha Kaluza CA 94803-3857
"People over profit. NOW!"
Susan Kam
TX 78229-3071
"how do you not know that tress take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen. if you keep cutting down trees we
are going to stop breathing. I know you don't worry about the future when you won't be around but it's closer
then you think. you may be gasping your last breath is a very short time"
Jason Kamalie CA 94111-2502
"The cessation of the procurement and use of all dirty energies and fossil fuels is long overdue, as is the
transition to green, clean, renewable, sustainable energy sources, technologies, and devices."
Anna Kamide IL 60106-3206
"Stop the bulldozing of roadless forests! Coal?? Seriously?"
Joe Kaminski NJ 08052-3210
"It's about time we left fossil fuels where they are, where they belong, where they're safe. Big coal, big oil,
McConnell, and the rest of them need to grow up and smell the coffee."
Karen Kampmann CA 90720-3747
"No to the Corporate takeover of our Country and our natural lands. No to further dirty fossil fuels."
Scott Kampschaefer TX 78749-2839
"We don't need more roads to sully the environment in pristine areas. Keep our green areas green! Thank you,"
Henry Kanar MI 48105-1522
"Stop this insult to the land. Let nature be undisturbed by such distraction."
Karen Kane
CA 91350-2051
"We need to preserve our forests for future generations. We have destroyed more than we should in the name
of progress."
Dori Kane
FL 33613-1706
"It is time to recognize the impact that creating roads into wilderness areas has on our environment and climate
change. Please stop the road building and coal extraction and burning. Let's turn to more sustainable energy
sources now!"
Shirley Kane NM 87048-8572
"STop these Roads. Pay these miners to stay home"
Patty Kane
TX 76016-3737
"Please stop Arch Coal from ruining the forests in my beautiful home state of Colorado. Is nothing

sacred except the blasted almighty dollar? This has to stop now!!!!!"
Betty Kang
OR 97401-1817
"Coal is a filthy source of fuel. We need to shut down coal mines not open new ones up on pristine land and

forest. BK"
Richard Kanner UT 84109-1214
"The natural state of the land is much more valuable than an obsolete and harmful way to obtain energy. The
sooner we stop burning fossil fuels the better."
Valerie Barnard Kanofsky NY 10021-3381
"The Forest Service once again selling out the American People. The Colorado Roadless Rule was put in place
to stop such a decision. Shame on the Forest Service!"
Carolyn Kanter NC 28805-1166
"The burning of coal is one of the top destructive elements to our atmosphere. Just look at China's thick haze
and respiratory problems of its citizens as a stark reminder."
Cristina Kaplan CA 95401-9060
"Keep it in the ground! Renewables are where we need to focus."
Anne Kaplan PA 19118-3828
"There is no need for us to continue to use coal and we must stop mining it. There is no need to open new
mines in pristine forests."
Robert B. Kaplan WA 98362
"Arch Coal must not be encouraged to build another coal arch into acres of pristine roadless forests."
Catherine Kappel MA 01453-2849
"The only winner in this arrangement is Arch Coal who will be given the green light to add huge amounts of
climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at the expense of a wild roadless forest. Why are their interests more
important than continuing to protect this pristine area for future generations of people, animals and plants? It
simply makes no sense to not to keep the Colorado Rule as it is. The climate costs of this proposal are simply
too high. "When the last tree is cut, the last fish is eaten and the waters no longer flow, perhaps then we will
realize that we can't eat money". - A Cree Indian. Catherine Kappel Leominster, MA"
T Kappelman CA 92651-1879
"Please don't bulldoze our rainforest!"
Glen Kappy
NM 87106-1511
"Bulldoze acres and acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado to mine coal? Don't let it happen-- please!"
Lisa Karas
WA 98042-4425
"Public land was not set aside for profit making, land piling corporations. Leave these places as they are for
wildlife. P.S.......COAL IS DEAD."

Lois Karasek MI 49047-9726
"We need to do everything to protect our valuable forest land. We canNOT allow indiscriminate destruction to
make unnecessary roads. NO ROADS for Arch Coal."
Barbara Karcher GA 30060-8222
"Save our wild forests!"
Carol Karimi CA 94117
"Arch Coal you are destroying the planet and the environment. Your greed is killing the environment. You are
responsible for the planet's environment."
David Karlson CA 94550-6346
"Colorado is beautiful. I got to explore it while there with the U.S. Air Force. Don't make it look like one of our
planes bombed it for a DIRTY fuel!"
Anne Karmon MI 49009-7527
"Please save our natural resources for generations to come behind us. Thank you."
Sarah Karnes WI 53147-3635
"Re-opening the loophole will benefit one company--Arch Coal--while paving the way for mining more than 170
million tons of dirty coal. This could add 130 million tons of carbon dioxide pollution into the atmosphere and
cause as much as $13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this
proposal are simply too high."
James Karon WI 53217-2205
"We as a country are trying to convince other countries across the world to burn less coal and other fossil fuels,
and to save their forests. Why on earth would we want to bulldoze large areas of roadless forest for a coal
mine?"
Diane Karp
NM 87505-1616

"Arch Coal does not represent the best interests of the American people or the American landscape. PLEASE
do not allow them to build roads in pristine forests that are the inheritance of our children and future
generations."
Nechama Karp NY 10009-3735
"Leave it in the ground. We don't need you to rape our forests and earth for energy. We have many alternative
energy sources. The value of energy the pristine forests provide; offsetting carbon, outputting oxygen, old
growth trees creating a cooling effect protecting the ozone, the water table just under soil level feeding
agriculture, is much greater value than whatever coal you can dig up in the same square foot area or tonnage
volume. STOP bulldozing and digging for coal in roadless pristine forests.
You are not helping anyone by doing that."
Betty Karpen MN 55614-4232
"Please keep the forest intact; it is for generations to come, and incredibly valuable"
Ellie Karr
NY 10065-6227

"Polluting pristine forests is not progress it's greed and corruption."
Lynne Karson VA 22182-3333
"The Forest Service must be losing their minds, or else what? Money, lobbying, just plain politics? Do the
(insert your favorite expletive) right thing and not destroy pristine forest land. We do not need that coal. If it
stays in the ground, hopefully a greener fuel will be used instead."
Danielle Karunadasa NY 10301-2806
"Please preserve and do not destroy. The soul and spirit of our nation and its people depend on it. Love thy
mother. Our mother is the earth - the only one we have. Respect and protect and embrace and enjoy."
Jessica Karwatske NH 03055-3831
"Coal is an antiquated form of energy. We need to preserve our pristine forests and seek alternative energy
sources!"
Nick Kassam FL 33068-4255
"Coal is bad for us and we need alternative solutions"
Mary Ann Kastorff MN 55407-3652
"Please, no more damage to the environment for backwards thinking, climate damaging coal. This is
completely unnecessary and is inconsistent with the administration's stated climate goals."
Rosemary Kaszuba
"Please stop coal mining on this land."
John Katakowski MI 48101-1391
"Coal is a dead source of energy! wind solar and natural gas are far more friendly to the Earth!"
Kevin Kathmann MN 55902-2521
"These laws were put into effect for a reason...to PRESERVE the few wildlands we have left. This 'loophole'
certainly violates that. Pleas do the right thing and oppose this!"
Dimitri Katsaros CA 95129-2021
"not on all our nations children's common and tree covered land should profit the fewest and most destructive"
D. Katten
AZ 85331-8436
"NO MORE COAL and its DISGUSTING EFFECTS!GO...CLEAN ENERGY ONLY NOW!"
Marilyn Katz CA 90069-0247
"This is a moral sin and a crime. Anyone while does this belongs in prison."
Laura Katz
CA 94501-3161
"We need a clean environment much more than we need this coal. In fact, we don't need this coal at all."
Bryan Katz
MD 21209-3902
"The Forest Service needs to be shut down and reopened with new leadership if this atrocious project

goes through."
A Kauffman
CA 94133-0090
"Keep the coal in the ground! Take a look at the air quality in China today. It's dangerous. We need our
forests!"

L. L. Kauffman KY 41076-4200
"This is a ROADLESS area and should stay that way. Keep Arch Coal from trashing these wild areas with its
bulldozers. This is an outeage that must be stopped."
Irene Kaufman CA 94112-1345
"It's not necessary -- though it may be viewed as expedient -- to bulldoze a forest. Why not work with local
communities to create jobs that benefit both sides of the conversation without needless destruction of the
roadless wildlife habit the forest represents?"
Melanie Kaufman CA 95610-6723
"Our National Forests belong to all Americans, not businesses or corporations. In a time when we are choking
on our own filthy fumes, when Prince Charles and other scientists are calling for the world to stop cutting the
forests down to help save this planet from complete destruction, it is unthinkable that some coal companies are
being given access to OUR national birthright! It is a living nightmare. Please save our forests from greed!"
Lindsay Kaufman CA 92620-1921
"Please oh please, haven't we done enough damage? Let's help preserve the earth while we still can."
Marilee Kaufman FL 33908-1608
"Forest Service, Dear Forest Service, don't allow lobbyists and "previously owned" politicians keep you from
protecting MY FORESTS! Please, do not reopen loopholes to make it easy on coal companies to waste the
environment to get to a substance that is wasting the environment of the whole planet.
Please, PLEASE! Was the Forest Service not adequately briefed on the Paris conference? I, and my
grandchildren, NEED YOU TO BE ON OUR SIDE. Big Energy and their Big Money and Big Republicans and
Big Lobbyists behave like they can chew up the planet - all I have, as a citizen, is government agencies to
count on. Please know that there are a lot of us out here you count on you as our ONLY defense. ... ... My
grandsons are Wyatt and Emmett - keep their future in tact, and out of loopholes. Please?"
Lois Kaufmann FL 32960-5191
"Our remaining coal should be left in the ground. Destroying forest resources to get at coal makes no sense,
economically or environmentally."
Robin Kautz MD 20906
"The greed of Arch Coal in the face of the Earth struggling to stay healthy is reprehensible."
Ned Kavanagh NY 14616-1007
"This type of mining devastates the landscape and pollutes the waterways."
Michael Kavanaugh CA 94115-1711
"Destroying our recreation, our future, for some short-term dirty profits? This would be unconscionable."

Kay Kavanaugh TN 38571-5872
"Do not allow the use of this loophole.
Arch Coal should be stopped from destroying our pristine roadless
forest in Colorado. This must not be allowed"
Kenneth Kavulia NJ 07731-2343
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. We
need to move forward into the future with carbonless fuels like, solar, wind and even nuclear. Coal's time is
over, but the damage it has done to our environment will continue for many, many decades. We must stop
using coal and avoid it continuing toxic legacy. STOP COAL NOW."
W.david Kay IL 61801-4017
"A terrible proposal--climate warming coal should be left in the ground, while climate cooling forests should be
preserved. Arch Coal's actions would have exactly the opposite effect. this should be unthinkable, given the
threat of global warming that the world faces."
Brian Kay
VA 22202-3761
"Please take steps to stop this harmful loophole from allowing our pristine American forests to be destroyed.
And stop this coal company, which steals from taxpayers, from ripping us off even further. Thank you."
Eleanor Kaye FL 33009-3733
"JUSTICE FOR ALL !!!!!!!!!!!!PEACE ON EARTH !!!!!!!!!!!!"
Sheila Kaye
NC 28803-7747
"Please stop the damage to our earth; Prince Charles just posted how dangerous it is to continue deforesting
and continuing with fossil fuel. Stop mining, stop deforesting!"
Paul Kaye WA 98356
"It's time to keep it in the ground let alone sacrifice our national forest and wildlife habitat that belongs to all of
us just for the profits of a few. Thank you for reading my letter."

Steve Kaylor CA 95032-7353
"Coal is old school. Stop destroying our lands for an outdated energy source that is bad for the environment."
Gabrielle Kayser NY 11801-3212
"we need Nature and must protect it."
Rosanna Kazanjian AZ 85712-1380
"No , it is time, past time to take seriously the preservation of the planet....coal is an obsolete source of
energy."
Lynn Kazlousky FL 32080-6580
"Do not promote the use of fossil fuel in our country. Deny the senseless destruction of our environment to give
Arch Coal profits. Force them to invest in clean energy."
Saeed Kazmi

TX 78754-5971
"We did not inherit this earth; we are borrowing it from our children. So let us protect it."
Stephen Kealhofer CA 94549-2423
"It makes no sense to open roadless wilderness for coal mining. Coal is a deservedly dying business, with
production increasingly being aimed at the export market to countries with weak environmental regulation and
enforcement. To support that activity while simultaneously inflicting the harm of road creation on wilderness is
antithetical to the interests of the United States."
Michael Keane NJ 07762-2414
"Enough! of the sweet-heart deals! The coal industry is a major polluter and alternatives must be developed."
Carol Kearns CA 95983
"Please stop this terrible desecration of wild forests!"
Alix Keast
NY 10025-6816
"Thank you for reading my letter. We all know coal mining is a major source of pollution, and it is slowly but
surely being phased out as a source of energy. Please use your intelligence to block any new coal mining,
especially in our nature preerves."
Margaret Fry Keating NY 14841-9718
"Our forests are our greatest resources.. please cultivate renewable sources for energy/fuel!!"
Peter Keck
MD 21231-2727
"Coal's time has passed. Please find better uses to protect and sustain our forests."
Greg Kedzior IL 60614-2941
"The United States must be consistent in it's actions to defeat climate warming. Building a figurative bridge by
removing wilderness and aiding coal mining is inconsistent with the direction of the United States government
in its policy to defeat climate warming. Therefore, I am opposed to any and all actions by the United States
Forest Service to allow roads or any other form of assistance that would aid or allow road building or coal
mining."
Jeffrey Keebaugh OH 45614-9051
"How much more of nature are we going to destroy for profit?"
Kathleen Keefe NJ 08059-1953
"The Forest Service should protect wild roadless lands, rather than allow them to be bulldozed for the profitable
benefit of a company that will then add pollutants to the environment!"
George Keefe WA 98020-4037
"As a hiker and backpacker in roadless wilderness areas, I respectfully urge you to deny the application, which
is in direct conflict with reducing the use of fossil fuels."
Susan Keeler IN 46140-9763
"Stop destroying our beautiful forests, which is natural habitat for wildlife and stop polluting our

atmosphere."
JO Keen MI 48756
"Haven't you heard of climate change? Leave it in the ground. The cost is way to high, even for Arch Coal.
we're not sacrificing all America's wild lands so you can make some more money exploiting our planet."
Joann Keenan WA 98115-3662
"Coal is oblolete. We no longer need to rape the planet for dirty fuel. There are better alternatives."
Sandra Keene

"The people don't need the coal, the forest is beneficial being left intact, and once the wildlife is gone, it's gone.
Can greed really lead us to destroy the little forest we have left???"
Max Keene
AL 35476-5402
"Don't ruin any more beautiful forest and kill more natural wildlife"
Patrick Keene MN 55418-3851
"Wilderness is more valuable than the profits made from destroying it."
Bret Keeney GA 30188-5352
"An absolutely horrible idea. STOP already."
Virginia Keeping CA 95695-6843
"How dare you allow mining, roads, etc to be in our pristine National Parks & forest. This shameful. No coal!"
Janit Kehl
FL 32958-4237
"Coal needs to stay in the ground!"
Steven Keim MI 48421-8808
"Coal harms our environment in multiple ways - it devastates the environment when it is mined, it harms air
quality and promotes global climate change when it is burned, and the resultant ash is harmful to the
environment. It should not be allowed on any public lands."
Ann Keirns
CA 94546-8427
"It is time to get a clue: Fossil Fuels need to stay in the ground. Period. If you were a smart company with smart
employees, you would be working on a new project that involves renewable sources!"
Melinda Keith-singleton IL 60189-8901
"Please protect the forest!"
William Kellenbeck NH 03835-3452
"I cant see how you coal buisnesss like to exploit the pristine wilderness and give nothing back and leave txic
wastes that the government will have to clean up but then you don't care because you've got your money. and
with this dirty coal you are going to release it into the atmosphere vus pouring carbon monoxide and other
chemicals that are bad for the air and environment it its bad enough with global warming that's setting us up at
an already unpresidented level I hope you can see what this is going to be down the long road"

Peggy Keller FL 33314-4360
"What gives them the right to take and ruin our irreplaceable lands and forests? They are making a profit and
destroying the climate."
Thomasin Kellermann RI 02864-6223
"Why are we still relying on coal? I thought coal was a dying industry. The pristine forest is more valuable as it
is; please, please do not destroy it in the name of profit!"
Jace Kelley
AZ 85142-7982
"I have also worked in the coal industry and know how bad it can be for the surrounding environment."
Ron Kelley
CA 94109-1606
"A serious, credible movement is underfoot worldwide to keep at least 80% of fossil fuels in the ground. The
extraction and burning of dirty coal ranks among the highest of offenders. The road building alone, besides
polluting, will disrupt this pristine area by negatively impacting habitats and silting and overheating creeks and
rivers. By considering this loop hole that will essentially solely benefit Arch Coal, the Forest Service is moving
in a dangerous, opposite direction. This flies in the face of reason."
Carl Kelley CA 94706
"Leveling carbon-consuming forest to get at carbon-producing coal is definitely the wrong direction."
Patsy Kelley
ID 83638-5310
"STOP! Not only unnecessary, but unwise given our contribution to the world's carbon emissions."
Margaret Kelley OR 97701-4506
"Please protect our forests and the trees that's create oxygen for us to breathe!!!!"
Dorinda Kelley OR 97220-5950
"The forests and mountains in Colorado should ee a national treasure. Do not allow this beauty to be destroyed
by a coal mine. Remember the dirty mine that ruined one of your rivers? Don't make that mistake again"
Lili Kelley

TX 76248-2948
"Everyone needs to breathe and trees allow for that. Why are people constantly destroying things essential to
life in order to make a short-lasting "want"? Especially when that "want" (energy) can be accomplished through
other, renewable means?"
Tom Kellogg MI 49795-9747
"This practice is way too destructive to allow in our forests. It exacerbates an already unsustainable misuse of
our natural resources in an effort to keep making profits on fossil fuels."
Cecelia Kellogg WA 98258-9163
"Enough with destroying the enviroment! Whether its invading forests or polutting the air, coal is an idea who's
time has passed. Please, enough."
Vicki Kelly
"Please stop destroying our planet"

Fra Kelly
AR 72207-1612
"Please stop helping an outdated practice succeed in today's world."
Carole Kelly CA 92270
"Please protect the earth. We do not need more coal."
Margaret Kelly FL 32211-6391
"It will be a very sad day when we have no forests left. We will probably not have time to be very sad, however,
because without our trees, we will all have died of allergies, asthma, COPD, etc."
Drew Kelly
FL 33458-5256
"Leave the trees alone and the naturally sequestered carbon, aka coal, in the ground. Assez!!!"
Felicia Kelly
FL 32534-4253
"We need trees! Stop being greedy idiots, you're leaving an ugly legacy to this world's future."
Judith Kelly
MA 02532-8356
"Each time you violate the earth in this manner, you bring us closer and closer to extinction."
Tim Kelly
MO 65806-2959
"this will affect you also,( Arch Coal )and your employees!!!"
Patrick Kelly MT 59802-4731
"Setting aside one's feelings or opinions about climate change, this makes no sense. It's is sacrificing the rarity
of a roadless area for the benefit of one corporation that has an abominable environmental record. This makes
no sense ethically or economically. Stop it!"
Ann Kelly
NJ 08054-3456
"We must protect our natural resources from destruction!"
Mary Kelly
NY 11570-1002
"Too much of our forest land has been sacrificed to increase the production of fossil fuels which only adds to
the Climate crisis. Please end this destruction now."
Grace Kelly
NY 12124-0275
"Why would you even consider approving this senseless, destructive initiative? No more coal, please!!!"
Tim Kelly
OH 43068-3218
"Coal is the energy of the past, -don't try to breathe live into this filthy habit."
Christina Kelly OK 74017
"When will this country realize that there is NO WAY to replace what is left of our forests! If we continue to rape
this planet, there will not be one for my granddaughter and grandson. Corporate profits is absolutely NOT a
good reason to reopen a loophole. Our Government is full of them! Please, stand up for what Americans want
instead of the Corporations!"
Joan Kelly

PA 18066-3958
"Leave our forests untouched. Use alternative fuels."
Michael Kelly TX 77598-2512
"We need to start to stop using coal altogether. Between the Co2 and the Mercury alone, coal is one of the
worst things we can be using for energy. It is time to stop destroying our planet and our future!"
Nancy Kelly
VA 22302-3301
"Creating these roads is insanity on a local and global level. Stop it!"
Patrick Kelly WA 98665-7046
"Please protect forest land. Thanks. pk"
Kevin Kelly
WI 53901-1808
"Leave the land alone."
Anne Kelly-edmunds NY 11766-1104
"We need our forests! Close the loophole, please."
Lisa Kelsey
WA 98512-9386
"It's in your name: Forest SERVICE. So why are you servicing coal? It must be nice to have no conscience. It
makes it so much easier. Coal? Seriously?"
Barbara Kelson WA 98072-1343
"We need to quickly transition away from fossil fuels in order to stop additional climate warming. Allowing more
coal mining and increasing road building through forests is double trouble as it causes even more destruction
to the natural environment while it decreases the carbon sink the forest provides."
Carol Kemmerer AZ 85051-1021
"Why such action is even considered I do not understand. Our forests are FAR more important than dirty
coal!!!!"
Michael Kemmling CA 91701-5320
"Once again we must call on our government to do its job and take action for the betterment of ALL our
citizens, not just the corporations."
John Kemp
TN 37343-2859
"It's time that we develop clean, renewable sources of energy and stop the destruction of habitat and beauty
that all future generations can enjoy. All future generations will judge us on the quality of life we leave them
with. Nature's beauty ,clean air and water are essential for life. Do not doom our grandchildren and great
grandchildren by allowing this measure for huge profit to go forward."
Laurel Kempe NJ 08057-2273
"No mining, or habitat degradation of our natural lands for coal, natural gas, or lumber. The environment cannot
absorb these continued assaults. Continue to block the loophole in the CO roadless rule"

Michael Kemper CA 94109-4915
"Maybe you haven't heard about the crisis in global warming. You know, CO2 in the atmosphere? From burning
fossil fuels? Like COAL? WAKE UP!"
Marlana Kemphues OH 45229-1106
"Why don't we take the public funds that would go into the immediate and ongoing damage to our environment
and put it into the development of clean energy that is decentralized. This would permit our nation to become
less subject to the political and economic coercion of big business."
Randal Kempka NC 28269-8109
"Forest Service, do not approve this loophole for Arch Coal or any other coal company. We do not need more
coal mined. We need to get off fossil fuels now , not later!"
Mary Kendall
"Once gone, wilderness is gone forever. Try thinking 7 generationscahead with these decisions and please
stop taking the easy road with power and resources. We need new power forva new millennium - the time us
now."
Timothy Kendall VA 20170-5421
"Leave the coal in the ground. The planet is choking to death. Develop renewable and non-polluting energy.
Hey, here's an idea: the Government can spend billions developing clean, renewable energy and then give the
technology to the oil and coal companies as a bribe to quit rendering the planet incapable of continuing to
support life. You know they won't quit on their own. Even Donald Trump would likely support a huge transfer of

public wealth to private hands. All the rest of us ask is to be able to breathe safely."
John Kendrick
"this should go without saying: respect Mother Earth. Don't log pristine forests."
Kim Kengor
OH 44406-9628
"Please do not open a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule to allow Arch Coal to bulldoze pristine roadless
forest in Colorado. Please protect our forests, as they essential to preventing the total destruction of earth's
atmosphere. Coal extraction should be shutting down, not ramping up!"
Patricia Kenna MN 55311-1884
"It is unbelievable to me that the U.S. Forest Service would even consider the proposal. Most Americans want
to preserve America's forests, national parks and forests for the future for all to enjoy in perpetuity. The most
primary concern is the very negative effect on climate change mining this land would have! Re- opening a
loophole is bad for all of America and the people in the country."
Elissa Kennedy CA 95616-1801
"This is multiplying the damage! Cutting oxygen making forests and adding more polluting fuel to the world.
STOP! Think! You need to focus on clean energy! This is going backwards! Go forward! Save what little we
have left!"
Donna Kennedy CA 92501-2330
"We need the forest more than Arch Coal needs the money."
Matthew Kennedy

FL 34429-5596
"Public land is not for private profit!"
Linda Kennedy IL 60304-2112
"What nature took eons to create, mining will only need days to destroy. Our last wild places must remain so
for future generations. These precious lands belong to ALL Americans, and are not negotiable for big business
to use and abuse as they please."
Bryan Kennedy IL 60462-4839
"Where are we going to go once we destroy Earth"
Alys Kennedy WA 98248-9520
"When coal is a proven toxic to all life and is one of the main pollutants that all science says we must stop
using, it is unconscionable that the Forest Service would allow Arch Coal to mine any forest lands. Please help
stop the insanity!"
Betsy Kennedy WI 53711-5338
"How incredibly irresponsible!"
Gary Kennelly IL 61201-7127
"With climate change we must move away from using coal to produce energy. And we should not be allowing
coal companies to build roads across road-less forests. I urge you to keep Arch Coal from harming our nation's
forests."
Tamara Kennelly VA 24060-3850
"We need our forest and wild lands to protect the environment. Big coal should not be permitted to profit at the
expense of these valuable resources."
Kate Kenner MA 02130-3801
"We are trying to stop climate change and more pollution, not exacerbate it.This would be huge step backward.
fossil fuel companies must hear the word NO. their time is passing and hopefully this will not be a fight forever.
The situation is dire and there is the fact that such destruction will ruin the homes of will animals who live there
as their habitats are already shrinking. I implore you to not allow this cola mine to destroy a pristine and much
needed forest. It will benefit no one except those making financial gains."
M Kenney
MT 59715-4762
"Don't allow this. Please."
Elizabeth Kennon Williams VA 22924-0215
"Preserve our forests which serve vital functions and are under attack all over the globe. Destruction of another
forest in inexcusable. We know that coal mining is causing terrible harm to our health and directly affecting
climate change. There is no rational reason for this plan of Arch Coal to destroy thousands of acres of forest.
And now that Arch Coal is apparently declaring bankruptcy they are even less likely to spend money on
mitigation, and repair."
Kim Kensler

OH 43623-2431

"Stop coal mining. We need clean renewable energy."
Ellen Kent
VA 22604-1184
"Stop this action now."
Mark Kent
WA 98686-5858
"Coal has no future so please stop ruining the wilderness of America. It leaves permanent huge scars on our
already severely scarred land, is extremely dangerous work, without regard for the workers, i.e.. King Coal., not
to mention the massive pollution produced This effort should be invested into clean energies.."
Maren Kentfield AZ 85748-7052
"We need our forests for climate control. We do not need more coal mines."
Rosalind Kenworthy NY 14850-9521
"The Colorado Roadless Rule is a good rule. Keep it working."
Jane Kepner WA 98672
"We must urgently protect our forests. We cannot allow coal mining to kill these vital forests that help to keep
people breathing oxygen. Please do the right thing for the majority. Reject the Arch Coal proposal."
Edith Kerbaugh OR 97405-2387
"I thought we were going to stop using coal for our energy needs. Why is this new coal source even being
considered?!"
Gwen Kerber PA 18940-9642
"It's time to phase out coal. Not destroy forests that actually help clean the air."
Jean Kerkes
MN 55110-4569
"Let's leave our unaccessed forests alone. Please protect the environment and save our forests for future
generations. We so not need coal mining. There are cleaner alternatives."
Barbara Kerkhoff CA 93066-9783
"Please do not let this dangerous precedent happen."
Paul Kerman MI 48091-2138
"Don't reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that will make it possible for Arch Coal to rape the land
for profit while adding 130 million tons of climate pollution to our atmosphere, causing up to
$13 billion in damage."
Paul Kerman MI 48030-0733
"This loophole would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands, don't do it."
Lisa Kern CA 94925
"President Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst potential damage from climate
change, we must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the ground. The Forest Service should
draw the line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane and destroy wild forest. Please
keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. Reject the coal mining loophole to the

Colorado Roadless Rule."
Bill Kern
GA 30047-2329
"These forests are a vital part of our country! Killing all the land, adding to the carbon overload is not viable with
the lessened need for coal energy."
David Kern
NY 10977-6030
"WE DON'T NEED THESE!"
Carol Kern
OH 44074-1631
"We need to preserve what pristine lands we still have, and this is one of those areas. Coal is dirty and nasty
and coal companies are notorious for destroying lands for profit...We need to use the natural resources at hand
and stop digging up and desecrating the land...no one, nor no company is entitled to be so evil."
Edward Kern TX 78253-6024 "No!"
Sanna Keronen HI 36200
"Mining coal should be illegal anyway, so mining coal on roadless forests is even worse! There should be only

renewable energy to use!"
Patrick & Diane Kerr FL 33023-5051
"We are amazed and sorely disappointed, to say the very least, that there are actually plans being
contemplated to allow this desecration of this wilderness area to mine coal; really, mine more coal!! We as a
nation are in the process of moving away, as much as possible, from coal, so the idea of wilderness wrecking
to create another coal mining project is beyond belief. Thus, we more than strongly encourage you to be
strong, and stand up firmly against, and refusing to open up a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule to allow
Arch Coal to proceed with their proposal! Thank you for your consideration of our comments."
Charles Kerr NJ 07032-2613
"Please protect these forest from Arch Coal. They will rape the land, make tons of money and leave the public
land useless to the public. Please consider our concerns. Respectfully submitted; Charles D. Kerr."
Peg Kershenbaum NY 10956
"A Forest Service ought to be in the business of serving the forest, not allowing it to be destroyed, its denizens
displaced and its benefits dissipated. Don't open the loophole lest it become a noose for us all."
Kathy Kershner IN 46617-2335
"This land is our land. Would someone who has a true understanding of the common good and stewardship
please come to the rescue? We need you now! thank you~"
Lori Kershner PA 17870-1415
"You can change this. Please do."
John Kesich
FL 34293-8814

"Allowing coal companies to profiteer by devastating roadless areas and releasing yet more CO2 is not simply
stupid, irresponsible or corrupt - it is insane."
Beth Kessinger FL 33322-3807
"The earth and all beings that reside and depend on it (you and me) is not infinite. Do your job by protecting the
earth; stop helping those who engage in commerce without conscience make more money. It's obvious your
wallets will be affected since these rapers of the earth make it worth your while."
Emily Kessler CA 92023-2690
"Is there any open space and forests not off limits? Seriously, these searches for more fuel types are not
sustainable if we must search deeper into roadless areas. Stop now while we still have roadless areas for our
children to hike in, animals& wildlife to flourish in,& stop developing ever inch of the earth since it isn't
sustainable!"
Inge Kessler CA 95448
"Leave the carbon in the ground"
Roberta Kessler IL 60403-1858
"Please don't allow Arch Coal to mine in our roadless forests; this will start something that will be difficult to
stop. The Forest Service needs to be stopped from allowing this. There will be a major disruption to the habitats
of many animals, too....The pollution, destruction of the forest and habitats...all for the profits of a corporation."
Eric Kessler
WA 98250-2822
"Keep our roadless areas wild! And keep coal in the ground."
Lynn Ketchum WI 53704-4849
"Leave dirty energy in the ground. Our climate needs trees and we can not plant them fast enough to replace
what gets cut down. This is a bad deal for the planet, for us, and for future generations. Future generations
want clean alternative energies. We must stop digging up dirty energy and we must stop letting big industry
bribe us into thinking what they want us best...it's only best for lining their pockets!"
Verena Ketola KS 67301
"Save our forest for the future!"
Charles Kettering NV 89519-0944
"Lets not allow the destruction of beautiful Colorado. Enough damage has already been done."
Molly Kettler IL 60203-1404
"I oppose the building of roads through forests to facilitate the opening of any new coal mines. The country now
has many cleaner energy alternatives to coal that require more investment. When our government or forest
service makes it easier to mine coal, they hamper the much needed financial investment in less polluting
energy alternatives. Sincerely, Molly Kettler"
Kelsey Keyes MI 48176-1134
"Once these forests are gone, there is nothing we can do to get them back. Replanting the trees does

not bring back the soil microbiology that helped the maintain forest health. Thank you for your time and
consideration in this important matter."
Jack Keyes
OR 97236-7857
"Our roadless forests are a national treasure and critical in our fight to reduce the effects of climate change.
Coal is one of the worst polluters and contributors to CO2 increases in our atmosphere. We should not allow
coal mining anywhere let alone in roadless forests."
Elsie Keys ND 58072
"Where's your Common Sense?KEEP IT IN THE GROUND!!!"
John Keyser
OR 97206-1943
"The destruction of forest land for the extraction of fuel we should no longer be using would be tragic and
stupid."
Mha Atma S. Khalsa CA 90035-3314
"As a very concerned U.S. citizen and taxpayer I strongly urge you to STOP Arch coal from bulldozing roadless
forests!!"
Khalil Khan
CA 92116-1609
"This is an ostensive definition of 'imprudent'; let's keep it hypothetical."
Richard Khanlian NM 87505-6801
"Forests and coal have diametrically opposite effects on climate. Don't sacrifice the forests that fight global
warming for the coal that accelerates it."
Jennefer Khattabi FL 33713-3212
"Please don't let this happen. Save the wild lands. Protecting the environment is about saving our future.
Saving the environment and these precious wild forests helps keep the earth healthier for our children and their
children. Don't let this giant corporation put its profit margin now ahead of the future of this country's long term
environment health."
Marc Kiefer
CA 94596-6347
"Say no to more coal development. There is no reason we should still be using coal for our energy."
Lavive Kiely
CA 94127-1409
"We have to stop acting like we're the last generation of humans who will have to live here! Natural, nonabused areas need to be preserved for future generations."
Donald Kiesling WA 98103-9141
"Please keep rare roadless forest area intact. We don't need more coal, we need more forest."
Maggie Kilbride NY 13810-1118
"STOP COAL USE! Global warming is due in GREAT PART due to our insistence in using coal.There are other
forms of energy that do not wreck havoc on our planet."
Anne Kiley
NY 14840-0318

"The fact that coal mining is still being allowed anywhere in the U.S., when we know how much burning coal is
adding to climate change and the degradation of the world's oceans, is appalling and disgusting."
Kathy Kilgallon ID 83422-4703
"This kind of abuse of public lands and subsidies of environmentally damaging mining has got to stop!!"
Jeanie Kilgour HI 96740-8448
"In our fight against Global Warming, trees are our allies while coal is our enemy. Please protect us from our
enemy!"
William Kilgour WI 53703-1709
"This is the terrorism of blind climate deniers."
Susan Kilian
SD 57105-4416
"Has the USFS lost its way and its reason for existing in the first place: which was and is.. to protect our
national forests? I certainly hope the USFS will realize the grave error it will make if it reopens that loophole.
Not to mention, the ire and disgust of the many people around the country who enjoy spending time in the

woods!"
Ronald Killary MS 39042
"Stop letting big coal lobbies use another loophole to get around the laws. You have to act now to stop special
interests from having their way. Think of the final actions of your choice, as you can stop the pollution this will
cause by saying no. Try it, you even might enjoy saying NO!!!"
Deanna Killeen WA 98040-2217
"Really? Why? When China is cutting back on coal in favor of wind? Isn't this living in the past instead of the
present. No!!!!! Save the forests to absorb pollution for the benefit of future generations!"
Judson Kilpatrick
"Please, please not only do we not need to dig up any more coal, but we certainly should not be cutting down
trees to get to it. Protect what forest we have left."
Elizabeth Kilpatrick HI 96704-1204
"Stop Arch Coal from bulldozing acreage of pristine roadless forests in Colorado! Aren't we moving out the the
coal era in honor of our environment and focusing on energy that is healthy for our planet's future? Who
missed this message?"
Earl Kim
HI 96813-2624
"The time to make the shift away from fossil fuels, especially coal with its destructive mining methods is NOW!
Please do the right thing and deny the Arch Coal road proposal. Keep this land pristine and keep the carbon in
the ground--the climate will thank you."
Diane Kimball CA 94503-4144
"Continued mining of cold is insane but doubly so in pristine wilderness."
Toni Kimball CA 92706-1642
"Please stop pandering to the big corporations that already are ruining our beautiful country and planet. Do
something for the World, stop letting coal mining win. The World needs to win for a change. Protect

us instead of selling yourself for a pound of silver."
ED Kinane
NY 13202-3407
"keep nonrenewable and toxic energy in the ground!"
Meg Kincaid IL 60202-3100
"Short term profit versus long term despair. Do the right thing."
Marcia Kindlmann CT 06437-2165
"My own message: If Arch Coal is allowed to mine coal in a roadless forest region of Colorado, that amounts to
a TAKING -- the damage and destruction of a wild area that belongs to the public would now make this place
belong in effect to a corporation. That part is the loss of a resource. Then there is the obvious climate effect
that goes against all we're recently recognizing about fossil fuels. Keep that loophole closed !!"
Drema King
"Please don't let this happen. We can't destroy the natural beauty of pristine roadless forests to big coal
business."
Maryann King AR 72847-8767
"Just say "NO""
Debbie King
AR 72205-4336
"No!"
Sam King
CA 95519-7706
"Getting the coal out of the ground is very damaging to the land, and burning coal is certainly one of the worst
contributors to the greenhouse problems."
Cyn King
CA 95037-9620
"Greed is shameful! Save our forests instead of cutting them down!"
Kim King
CA 95959-9374
"Not only do we need to stop destroying ecosystems, but we also just need to keep fossil fuels in the ground.
Keep It In The Ground!"
Travis King
CA 90012-4244

"When are we going to stop abusing the environment?"
Whitney King FL 33305-2265
"We cannot continue to destroy forests and mountain ranges in search of coal. The time has come to move
towards energy solutions that leave fossil fuels in the ground and protect our Earth for ourselves and future
generations."
Marsha King KS 66614-1752
"Forests are more important than coal for America's future."
Thomas King MA 02144-2542

"I advocate for keeping fossil fuels in the ground. We cannot extract further fossil fuels in the face of
devastating global climate change."
Pamela King MD 20878-2160
"Coal is NOT the answer. Protect clean air and the forests that are disappearing."
Roger J.h. King ME 04473-3632
"It is time for America to turn away from dirty coal as a solution to our energy needs. Protecting roadless
forests, their habitats, plants and animals should take priority over the corporate interests of the coal industry. I
hope that Colorado will agree with this priority and protect its forests and wildlife, both for their sake and for
ours."
Janice King
NJ 08016-3641
"We need clean energy, not fossil fuels."
Elinor King
NY 10031-6403
"Please don't cooperate in a serious assault on our environment. The Forest Service is a wonderful agency
whose primary constituents are the people of the United States, not the coal companies. Do not open the
loophole. Thank you."
Laurie & Dave King OR 97203-5316
"please stop mining coal. Our planet is warming at an alarming rate and we need to stop right now!"
Nan King
TX 78729-7986
"Preserving forests is of great importance."
Kathie Kingett CA 90631-8057
"The Forest Service runs public land. The public clearly does not want more coal extracted at the expense of
pristine areas. No loophole, no roads, and no mining in our forests! Why does this even keep coming up?"
Marie Kingsbury
"Please do not allow Arch company to move forward on this project. Save our beautiful country side."
Colleen Kingsley
"take action now! may the forest be with you ; )"
Barbara Jo Kingsley NY 11746-1115
"I can't believe the US Forest Service would consider coal mining in 19,000 acres of roadless forest in
Colorado. That goes against everything that climate scientists are telling us and is contrary to any effort to
globally confront our warming planet. Please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze 65 miles of roads in Colorado,
reaping profits at our sand future generations expense."
Nancy Kingston CA 92692-3112
"I strongly oppose the loophole that would allow Arch Coal to bulldoze 65 miles of road in a pristine and
roadless forest."
Esther Kingston-mann MA 02474-1414
"bulldozing forests to mine coal is a crime agains nature & is destroying out planet."

Alyssa Kinley CA 94801
"Your job is to protect the American forests -- not to bend over for corporate interests. Reject the Arch Coal
proposal now, protect the pristine Colorado forests, and do your job."
Russ Kinne
ME 04086-5557
"STOP THIS NONSENSE!!"
Janet Kinneberg UT 84093-1018
"Wilderness, once gone, cannot be replaced, nor the trampled ecosystem rebuilt. With Arch Coal's bankruptcy,

there is no reason for taxpayers to further fund this company."
Edmund Kinsel OH 43764-9747
"There is enough destruction of our land without allowing more forests to be devastated by strip mining. Please
stop this company from ruining yet another piece of Mother Earth before it's too late. The earth is only ours to
borrow. Leave something unscathed by human hands and machines."
Kathleen Kinsey OH 45209-1126
"This is so wrong --- NO to loopholes that garner profits to the industry. I seriously question the Forest Service's
motives --"
Judy Kinsman OR 97439-9606
"Stop the coal pollution now"
Patricia Kinsman VA 22932
"How on earth did Arch Coal get permission to destroy pristine forests? The Forest Service is not serving those
of us who pay taxes, and federal taxes! It seems to me Colorado should be able to stop this invasion of their
pristine forests!"
James Kintzele WA
"USA needs to lead the renewable energy age, and stop authorizing dirty energy's dirty deeds!"
Susan Kinyon WA 98366-8546
"Keep our roadless forests pristine. Say no to more destructive coal mining."
Joan Kiok
NY 10009-8126
"Think of your grandchildren. Do the right thing."
Brenda Kipp PA 19067-1226
"Our forests and the wildlife who live there need to be left alone!"
Jim Kippen
PA 19462-1451
"Another typical giveaway to moneyed special interests, to bulldoze forests that I help fund. These decisions
should be made by referendum, not bribes."
Stephen Kirby NJ 08829-1808
"It's time for government to start protecting that which is owned by us all..."

Martha Kirby PA 19129-5460
"We have only one planetary home. We must protect the environment for the sake of future generations."
Karen Kirchdoerfer PA 18069-9101
"I grew up in the anthracite region of PA. I have seen the devastation that coal companies wreak. Please don't
let it continue."
Lynn Kirchhoff KS 66205-2451
"One day you will have no more land to ruin."
Jen-ann Kirchmeier AK 99574
"I have hear the rumor before (on the street and around town, etc)...the Forest Service is "The Forest
Circus"....hiring young environmental forest lover to be paid to sign off and watch the purposeful and very
evident claim that that very agency "has a government mandate to ....clea rcut a percentage of virgin forests"...
in order to complete a certain agreement for funding......? Is this real?"
Heidi Kirchner MD 21930
"And when you've killed the forest, then what? Just so you can enrich yourselves at the expense of the planet. I
am so tired of mindless, greedy people - why don't you invest in solar power instead of killing the planet?"
Julie Kirchoff IN 46250-2412
"Please protect and preserve these amazing forests. My hope is that we can use creativity to keep finding new
energy solutions so that we can preserve the invaluable gifts of nature for future generations. It is so worth it."
Ruth Kirk
"We need only to look at the murky photos of air polution in China to recognize how unacceptable its is to
continue relying on oil and coal for energy. Here in the U.S., Arch Coal must be denied permission to bulldoze
roads in Colorado's pristine forest prepatory to mining coal. It has value only by being burned and thus adding
to global air pollution. Just say No! Sincerely, Ruth Kirk"
S Kirk
WA 98198-4412
"Protect our environment!"
Susan Kirkbride OR 97123-8197
"Keep the earth polluting dirty coal in the ground where it belongs!"

Connie Kirkham CA 94521-2041
"Enact NESARA now!"
Mary Kirkhoff AZ 85617-9527
"Enough is enough! No More fossil fuel,"
Nick Kirkman AZ 86336
"We must #KeepItInTheGround if we are to survive as a species."

George Kirkpatrick
"Wrong on at least two counts: destroying pristine forest, and increasing climate pollution. KEEP THE
LOOPHOLE CLOSED!"
Sue Kirkpatrick CA 95066-3053
"Stop adding to the planet's problem. Stop using public land for private profit!"
Ronald Kirkpatrick OH 43081-9385
"No coal for vanishing forests!"
Anne Kirkwood FL 34208-5820
"We need to focus on clean, renewable energy, not dirty coal. Destruction of wildlife habitat in these pristine
forests is unacceptable."
Diana Kirn
VA 22408-2571
"Please do not allow this. We need to develop cleaner energy alternatives. Let's do what is right for a change
and think about what is best for our climate and the country, not a corporation."
Linda Kirsch
CA 95490-9404
"Once our national treasures are gone, you can't replace them. The coal you take will soon be gone and there
will be nothing left except a man-made disaster. Protect the forest!"
Norton & Saran Kirschbaum CA 90035-4110
"Stop it NOW or forget about a healthy future, common sense over making cents."
Mike Kiser
IN 47403-9259
"If ever there was a dead end it is the burning of coal. And it seems especially foolish to open up new sites for
mining."
Daniel Kisliuk CA 95437-3841
"STOP THE OIL DRILLING! GO RENEWABLE ENERGY!"
Byron Kisner TX 75230-3133
"We need less coal and more forests."
Sandra Kissam NY 12550-1640
"These forests belong to me, because I am a citizen of the USA. I don't want them mined for anything,
especially coal."
John Kissel
MO 63130-4316
"This proposal is triply egregious, as it includes fueling climate change, destroying wild lands, and allowing
private companies to profit at the public's expense."
Bonnie Kissel NJ 07024-6743
"Smarten up. We need to ALL save this planet, and we need to focus it NOW."
Kelly Kissell
CA 90042-1354

"Move your company into other kinds of energy and stop the pollution and forest destruction."
Suzanne Kistler KY 42104-6256
"Don't touch the Colorado forests!"
Delyth Kitch CA 95927-6928
"Please save the animal's habitat. Also the destruction of forest could contribute to global warming and affect
climate change for the worst. Sincerely Captain Delyth Kitch"
Karen Kittelson WA 98926-9348
"This is as bad or worse than the strip mining going on in West Virginia. What is it with coal mining companies
that they will ruin the earth to dig a product no longer a good source of fuel and very destructive to the
environment."

Franz Kitzberger MN 56073-3057
"Mr.
's coal train has hauled it away . . ."
Margery Kivel ME 04856-4420
"Supporting the greatest carbon producer industry by bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine forest for Arch
Coal is a double whammy for the environment. Not only will the shape of the land be changed forever, causing
erosion and pollution of soil and water, but the air will be fouled even more as we continue in our fast-track
madness to the devastations of climate change."
Deanna Kizis CA 90039-3540
"Stop bulldozing our forests! We don't want trees cut, we don't want more coal. Close the loophole now."
Rosanne Klarer KY 40324-9420
"We need our forests intact to be effective carbon sinks and oxygen producers!!!!"
Kerstin Klasen NC 27583-9321
"Reading "Gray Mountain" by John Grisham got me started on the subject and I believe this action to be
irresponsible, environmentally unsafe and not sustainable."
Helena Klassen KS 67546-8100
"While I believe the earth was put here for us to use, it's not for us to abuse. We need to keep Mother Nature
and her benefits in mind. Please reconsider your plans to take out 19,000 acres of nature."
David Klassen MO 63401-2765
"If the human race is to survive, we must keep fossil fuels in the ground, starting immediately."
Ethel And Stephen Kleiman IL 60618-1607
"Cutting down trees to mine coal, a polluter in this time of global climate crisis to help one corporation and
endanger the rest of us.makes no sense. We need the Forest Service to protect us and what pristine beauty
remains in America. Please help us and reject this proposal to bulldoze our forests. Thank you."
Richard Klein CA 93923-9770

"Leave the coal in the ground. With our surfeit of gas and oil, its not needed for power generation."
Richard Klein CA 96046-0180
"NO MORE COAL. PERIOD. Earth's population cannot withstand the pollution it creates. WE NEED
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY NOW, not more fossil fuel madness."
Karol Klein
FL 33525-7200
"Keep out ,we do not need or want your presents in our wild places!"
Douglas Klein FL 33703-4216
"Save the forests."
Natalie Klein IN 46614
"I knew there was a reason I sold my Arch Coal stock."
Bill Klein
MN 55406-2138
"I strongly oppose the destruction of pristine forested land that would further exacerbate the degradation of our
few remaining wilderness. Furthermore, addition of more coal generated power is anathema to reversing the
effects of global climate change and the decrease of anthropomorphic CO2 emission into the atmosphere."
Nathan Klein MT 59711-0163
"With or without the negative effects on the climate, this new mine and roads will do nothing to help the state of
Colorado and only help the profits of Arch Coal. Please stop the giveaway of our precious lands for the profit of
the few."
Charles Klein NJ 08873-4642
"Permitting coal mining in wild forest is an inexcusable breach of trust with the American people. Coal is a toxic
fuel which creates health and environmental problems when burned. The USA is abundantly supplied with
natural gas, which produces only 25% of the CO2 created by burning coal. Even petroleum produces 50% of
the CO2 from coal. There is absolutely no excuse for allowing a coal operation in the Roadless Rule areas."
Michael Klein OH 44303
"Keep roadless forests roadless! Moreover, the last thing we need is more coal mining, and more importantly,
not on Federal forest, park or whatever other publicly held land that exists! Let our wild places be pristine and
wild!"
James Klein
TX 78411-1709
"This remains a vexing problem primarily due to industry's ability to curry favor with elected officials. The
corrupting influence of money in our political system is undermining our democratic traditions and discouraging

Americans from voting and/or running for office. This ominous development may well end our experiment in
representative democracy unless we alter this decades-long trend. For the sake of the republic, we must
amend the US Constitution to state that corporations are not people (and do not have constitutional rights) and
money is not speech (and thus can be regulated by state and/or federal campaign finance laws). Short of
accomplishing this, no other reform of significance will be achieved.
The moneyed interests will turn any reform to their benefit, often at the expense of the nation as a

whole."
Carolyn Kleinsorge WA 98520-2601
"How do you think the world will survive, if you continue to bulldoze thousands of acres of trees? Don't you
know that trees take out carbon dioxide from the air and add oxygen? Do you really want your children to
breathe only carbon dioxide? If you keep this up, our children and grandchildren will not be able to live on this
planet."
Theresa Kleintank OH 45215-4939
"We need more clean energy to save our world."
Julia Kleppin WI 53223-6343
"Coal is made of carbon and while we thank you for keeping us warm, it also is part of our climate problem.
You now have a terrific business opportunity to help our country (and others) to adopt clean, renewable energy.
This will profit your company, provide many, MANY jobs, save the beauty of the forests AND our world. (And
remember, it's the only planet we have.) And everyone will say how great you are when you answered the call
to save us all."
Leona Klerer CT 06902
"No more coal mining, please. Bad for environment and climate!"
Randy Kliewer CA 95603-5731
"The world is past the point where coal is a viable fuel. Climate change is real."
Anna Klimaszewski
"coal is a horrible pollutant. You are willing to destroy the earth and when you're done we will have gained
nothing. Capitalism and the environment don't go together. Stop now!"
Lora Klimovich NY 11703-3012
"Stop the desecration of roadless forests now!!!"
Roberta Klimovich PA 15216-1914
"Stop destroying the pristine areas of the planet. Do you have to ruin everything??"
Shirley Klimowicz TN 38401
"Stop polluting our environment & taking away animal habitats, all for certain companies to make big bucks.
You keep forcing them out of their homes with nowhere to go. Our land is being overrun with more people,
more businesses & more condos. Stop destroying the beauty of the land. One day it will be gone."
Teresa Kline IL 62644-0284
"Alternative fuels!"
Kristin Kline
NJ 08611-3412
"NO WAY, ARCH COAL! LEAVE OUR FORESTS ALONE!!! SWITCH TO CLEAN ENERGY, OR NONE AT
ALL!!!"
George F Klipfel Ii CA 92234-8405
"Once wilderness is mined, it never gets restored. Don't pave wilderness!"

Nina Klippel
NY 10028-2050
"forests are an important part of the earth's defense against global warming! what a terrible irony if the worst
polluting fuel were to be mined there!!"
William Klock TX 76148-3004
"So we're trying to get away from coal and hopefully start closing some down but no. You want to go through
our roadless area and do a huge coal mine. Now isn't the time and when we created the roadless areas it
wasn't the time. They were set to have places untouched from us and corporate gain now you to back track and
backtrack us back into the 50s with these ideas. No thanks not on our roadless lands that we own. Nope take
your bad ideas back to a time when we aren't trying to save the world from the exact thing your proposing. To
pile 130 million tons more of carbon dioxide into our air. Don't think we can add that much more why not
instead invest in clean energy that we don't have to put

$13 billion damage to our environment and economy. Not feasible any more!!!Thanks."
Thomas Klocke KS 66044-3343
"IT IS ALMOST LIKE "HOW MUCH CAN WE HURT TH EARTH?'" PLEASE STOP NOW!"
Ben Kloepper MO 63125-1419
"We should be weaning ourselves off oil-, gas-, and coal-based energy, not enabling the continued use of it."
K Kloever
FL 32669-2159
"Please stop killing us. Thank you."
Gerald Klonglan IA 50010-5536
"It is essential that we do not destroy forests to mine coal. Coal is obsolete as a fuel. I would urge the Forest
Service to counsel Arch Coal to change their investments to wind and solar. In Iowa some of the major electric
suppliers have invested billions in wind energy. There management and investors see the energy future quite
not including coal. The sooner Arch Coal changes its investments to Arch Wind and Solar the better off they
and the world will be. Gerald Klonglan Ames, Iowa."
Chris Klopp
WI 53528-9187
"We need to preserve what little wild we have left. Coal is dirty, and is not part of an environmental vision for
the future of this planet."
Brian Klotsch KY 41015
"STOP THE MADNESS!"
Rose Marie Klotz WI 53129-1903
"At this time of world concern for the environment, bulldozing beneficial trees, adding toxins to the atmosphere,
and allowing one company to benefit solely from public land, is counter-productive to the common good. This
is an honorable opportunity for the Forest Service to protect what is vital."
Frank Klug
CA 95008-2133
"Tell Arch Coal to take a hike. Roadless forests SHOULD NOT be used to line the pockets of polluters and
profiteers. Tell Arch Coal that the Forest Service WILL NOT allow them to continue to destroy habitat and

pollute our planet. Thank you."
Nancy Klune
"Leave the forests alone and stop mining. Fossil fuels are killing this planet. Put your efforts towards solar and
wind power."
Kerry Klutka NM 87505-5213
"Tearing up an area to mine coal is bad enough, much less to bulldoze roads in lovely, untouched wilderness.
This is wrong, and something must be done to prevent this destruction now and in the future."
Nina Knanishu NY 100190058
"Our environment is very fragile, and it is of utmost importance that it remain as healthy as possible in order for
it to continue to sustain all human and non-human life. Our environment is everyone'responsibility. Please do
the right thing!"
Margaret Knapke OH 45405-4843
"Your mandate is clear: to protect these forests. Helping another corporation extract coal, at the expense of the
environment, runs contrary to your commitment."
Lucas Knapp
"It's bad enough that energy companies are unceasingly grabbing up land despite mounting evidence that their
practices NEED to halt, now the Forest Service is taking comments from the public? Are you not designed to
protect the forests? Where is your spine? Tell them NO! Tell them not today ad not tomorrow. Tell them the
truth-if they don't stop this insane plunder of natural resources, there won't be any civilization that will need
them and there won't be any use for that currency they're after."
Tom Knapp
IA 52245-5230
"There are so many reasons to never mine coal again. Most of them compounded by deforestation. This has to
be stopped."
Wayne Knapp NY 10461-3216
"I always knew we could breath coal."
John Knapp
PA 19128-3719
"Allowing this o be done is terrible stewardship of our irreplaceable natural land resources."

Thomas Knecht CA 93424-0742
"Habitat destruction is one of the leading causes of species extinction. Leave pristine, roadless ares ALONE!
Corporate greed will stop at nothing. Leave wild habitat untouched!"
Phil Kneer NY 11706
"Renewable energy, not coal!"
Susan Knieriemen NM 87508-1474
"Coal mining is being cut back everywhere, so why on earth would we allow the coal companies to ruin forever
the virgin forests we have left?"
Laura Knight
"With our population growing, and many of our National Parks and Forests overused, we need to reserve

as much forest as possible. Please close this loophole totally so we don't have to re-fight the same battles over
and over."
Sandra Knight AZ 85282-4048
"Coal is DEAD! Bring on the power of wind and sun! We need to get off fossil fuels, and the faster the better."
Mary Knight MD 20895-2010
"I rarely use lights in my electric-powered home because I love the Earth. I am aghast at the destruction of our
forests, with the sanction of the Forest Service, no less. That really hurts. I implore you to block coal mining in
our nation's forests. There are those of us who are willing to sacrifice power for the sake of our exquisite
forests."
Joan Knipe
AZ 85260-2754
"Please, I'm begging you to consider those of us who want to keep nature pristine and have something for
generations to come to enjoy."
Tricia Knoll
OR 97219-9104
"We have so little time left to stop the degradation of our planet. This is the time for action. Less coal. Less
coal."
Charlene Knop NC 28277-9878
"Leave the land alone. We need the forest more than we need the coal."
Robert Knowlton
"Desecration of the environment - land, air and water - is not reversible in our lifetimes. Now is the time we
should be slowing this kind of destructive energy-harvesting, while pushing conservation and energy
alternatives."
Harry Knox
MD 20902-5243
"Roadless lands are too precious to lose for mining things that then hurt the environment."
Shawn Knudeson AK 99503-3623
"The Earth needs our care. Time to invest in alternative energies. Please leave our forests alone. Thank you!"
Sarah Knudsen WA 98862-0952
"Coal mining on national forests--benefiting one company while degrading the land's value for all Americans,
and wildlife--is unacceptable."
Dorothy Knudson WA 99362-0948
"Some decisions are irrevocable. Don't do this!"
William Knudson WI 53714-2220
"Please keep the trees in the forest alive."
Cori Knudten CA 95618-4877
"I am from Colorado and want to see it protected, not harmed in the name of dirty fossil fuels."

Ruth Koblenz MO 63109-1608
"Do not allow road building across thousands of acres of pristine roadless forests!"
Wayne Koblenz VA 22030-3539
"Seems to me that using less coal is a better option than destroying wild lands so we can burn coal faster"
Cheryl Kobres FL 33612-6297
"It is unbelievable that anyone would think this was a good idea. Common sense tells us that to destroy pristine
forest land that wildlife call their home is insane. We need to save our forests. Greed for monetary gain is the
motive here, and that is unforgiveable. That loophole needs to be closed once and for all. Money is not more

important than saving our forests, water, wildlife, environment, and our world. The Forest Service and Arch
Coal need to wake up, educate themselves, and stop this nonsense. It's an atrocious proposal. I can't believe it
is even being considered for a moment. What a ridiculous idea!"
Greg Koby
"All the jobs it will bring the area will be meaningless if everything is poisoned or dead by coal pollution. Don't
let wealth hording CEO's destroy the environment for their own greed."
Denise Kobylarz NJ 07440-1333
"You should be looking for ways to preserve what pristine forests we have, not another way to add to the
destruction of the environment. Fossil fuel corporations should be changing their agenda to expand more
environmental friendly platforms. We're at a tipping point where we can either destroy this planet or heal it.
Don't be the one to destroy it for the purpose of greed."
Francisco Koch CA 91343-3720
"Please... We must stop the burning of fossil fuels and this is a good step forward."
Joann Koch
CT 06249-2026
"Public lands ARE NOT MEANT to be destroyed for PRIVATE PROFIT!!"
Carol Kodner NJ 08550-2807
"It would be terrible to bulldoze across thousands of acres of wonderful roadless forests. We shouldn't be using
so much coal it will add to climate pollution."
Margaret Kodzik WI 53213-1610
"NO NO NO!!! STOP RUINING WILDLIFE FOR COAL...WE WANT RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES!!!"
Monica Koehler CA 95831-1521
"Please do not allow this destruction of forest habitat and the further mining of coal that it hugely polluting our
environment."
Michael And Patricia Koehn WI 53204-1622
"It is important for the world to stop using fossil fuels. We need to stop destroying our mountains, forest and
animal habitats for a buck!"
Keith Koelling

FL 32935-6802
"We do not need coal. We need to invest in alternative energy sources!"
Gail Koepf
UT 84745-7800
"The world must stop using fossil fuels and the U.S. should lead the way. There is not much worse for the
planet than mining coal, building roads to do so, burning the coal and destroying trees in order to do it! Please
disallow!"
Roger Kofler OR 97267-6365
"As we gear up to combat climate change, we must select key areas where the public, who happen to own the
land in question, can elect to leave fossil fuels in the ground. These actions are needed now."
Maggie Kohanek AZ 85603
"No No No No !!!! Those are our forest's... the people of the United States. No you cannot use our forested
lands to mine and dig and destroy our wilderness. No, never!!!!!"
Bonnie Kohleriter CA 94507-2710
"The people of this Earth are saying it is time to keep fossil fuels in the ground and to use other sources for
energy. Arch Coal plans in Colorado are bad for pollution, bad for the beauty of our lands, and bad for the
wildlife and people for whom this land was set aside for survival and solitude."
Justin Kohn
CA 94960-2018
"It's called: "Leaf" solar cell- Suppressed, of course- look it up!"
Joseph Kohn HI 96793-9762
"www.WeAreOne.cc"
Anthony Koistinen
"Do not ruin the forest. It is unnecessary."
Anu Koiv
CT 06371-1103
"This indiscriminate use of our pristine forests is environmenally wrong, serving to fuel an anachronistic fuel
industry. Wake up America and let's close the chapter on coal mining."

Ellen Koivisto CA 94122-2856
"Build it and they will come, and clearcut, and build, and degrade or destroy the environment. Remember what
happened and is happening to the Amazon."
Marilyn Kolar OH 44822-9488
"The environmental concern globally for the need for less carbon in our atmosphere monumentally outweighs
any arguments for this stripping of our wilderness areas by the coal industry! We cannot replace the
wilderness; once it is torn through by roads and mining, it will never be the habitat and environ that will sustain
the pristine life of the forests there. I strongly oppose the loophole for the coal industry!"
Jerry Kolasinski OR 97223-4424
"We don't need any more dirty coal and we do not need destruction of beautiful, natural forest land."
Carolyn Kolb

FL 32566-9733
"THis is wrong on so many levels. No. It's said we can't afford not to pollute. Really? I say we can't afford much
more pollution. Keep these pristine area pristine."
Caressa Kolkmeier TX 75067-3109
"#KeepItInTheGround"
Joseph Kollasch IA 50014
"Idiots."
James Kollman IA 51442-2013
"Coal is no longer the important energy source it once was. More and more electrical generation is utilizing
natural gas, wind and solar. It would be a crime to allow pristine forest be destroyed for a soon to be obsolete
industry. Please stop Arch Coal."
Ruth Kolpack
"It is so incredible that thousands of acres of beautiful Colorado forests are being destroyed in order to mine
coal that will destroy our environment. What part of this picture doesn't make sense? None. Save our forests,
save our air, save our lives and the lives of those who come after us. Clean energy is the only way to move
forward into the future."
Patricia Kolstad WA 98502-9570
"We need to put an end to coal mining and get with aggressive alternative healthier sources of energy now."
Robert Koltz WI 53235-5954 "#N/A"
Tatyana Komin NY 10804-1005
"Please stop using public lands !!!!!"
Jeff Komisarof MD 20854-3135
"No more roads for coal!"
Pam Komm
PA 19087-5829
"We are running out of time and clean air. Please stop your apocalyptic actions"
Holli Kongorski WA 98261
"Please do not destroy our land for coal."
Paula Konieczny AZ 85262-5729
"As a U. S. Citizen I am totally against this proposal. We are trying to push for alternative energy Not more
burning of fossil fuels. When our air quality is gone we will look like China being told to stay indoors because
the air is so polluted. We need the forest more than we need the coal. Don't sell out our land to greedy
companies for little to no return to us."
Kathryn Konigsberger FL 32703-1519
"Corrupting the environment by destroying forests has turned the Amazon River into a dry crust. We can

not wantonly destroy our forests for temporary energy and then hope all will be well."
James Konsevich CA 95124-3302
"Trading coal for forests makes no sense at all."
Robert Konuch CA 90026-1234
"Please do not destroy our wild spaces for profit that creates pollution and more destruction."
Virginia Konz NY 13148-1344
"Why are we still mining coal? It's too dirty to safely burn for fuel. Educate the miners to do another, necessary,
job, and leave the coal in the ground."
Nancy Koone NC 28139

"No loophole for Arch coal."
Charlotte Koons NY 11768-1150
"I consider these lands the property of future generations of Americans; let's leave them pristine!"
Ruth Kopala IL 60525-6427
"Coal is the dirtiest fuel there is. It should be banned from use entirely. Killing thousands of trees to extract it is
criminal."
Veronica Koperski FL 33027-0914
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to destroy forests in roadless areas. The recent climate talks make clear that
we cannot continue to deplete our natural resources in such ill-considered proposals as attempting to subvert
the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Brian Kopish MN 55416-1701
"This is nonsense. We should be working to preserve our forests and natural resources and move away from
burning coal for energy. This proposal doesn't support the American people or Colorado - it only serves Arch
Coal. We mus stop this now."
Paula Kopp
"Dear U.S. Forest Service, I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the
Colorado Roadless Rule. Reopening the loophole will benefit one company--Arch Coal--while paving the way
for mining more than 170 million tons of dirty coal. This could add 130 million tons of carbon dioxide pollution
into the atmosphere and cause as much as $13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment.
The climate costs of this proposal are simply too high. The loophole will also set the stage for bulldozing up to
65 miles of road on 30 square miles of roadless forest, degrading habitat for black bear, elk, goshawk, lynx and
cutthroat trout. Valued recreation and hunting areas used by the public will be scarred for years. President
Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst potential damage from climate change, we
must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the ground. The Forest Service should draw the
line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane and destroy wild forest. Please keep the
Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. Reject the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Kathleen Kopp OH 43202-2209
"This has GOT to stop! We will have no viable planet soon if you keep this up."

Reba Korban VT 05664
"Do the right thing...leave the trees for the children!"
Bob Korlishin
"How about we leave all this coal in the ground?"
(ms.) Meryle A. Korn WA 98226-4112
"LEAVE COAL IN THE GROUND! The U.S. and all other nations MUST stop all mining of coal and other fossil
fuels immediately if we are to leave a livable planet to our children and grandchildren."
Vivian Korneliussen WA 98133-4809
"Roadless forests are there for people to hike and animals to live in peace. So hands off! These lands are not
set aside for mining!"
Susan Kornfeld CA 90039-1734
"The Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution
to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, road less forest."
Lillian Korous IL 62650-6561
"Do not damage pristine forests for coal mining. Coal pollutes while being mined (dust) . as it is burned and
storing the resulting coal ash is polluting also. Nothing about coalmining or usage is good, except profits for
those who are uncaring. Coal use needs to STOP and opening new mines is not an answer to a clean earth
and air. are"
Dennis Kortheuer CA 90804-4133
"This is the wrong time to expand coal mining, especially in an untouched forest area. We must learn to use
less coal, not more of it."
Raphael Kosek NY 12533-3610
"I can't believe they will be allowed to do this. Close the loophole!!!"
Rusalyn Kosofsky TX 75023-3475
"Please don't destroy the precious little forest land we have left. Invest in renewable energy now!"
Victoria Kostadinova ME 04019
"The days of dirty fossil fuels is OVER! Leave them in the ground where they belong! Coal mining is so
destructive and coal burning is irresponsibly polluting and toxic to our land, water, and air. Leave these
beautiful forests alone, and invest in solar and wind energy generation instead. Invest in clean, renewable

energy, invest in the only possible viable future for our planet."
Joy Kotheimer OH 43026-9173
"Please rethink destroying these important ecosystems"
Elisabeth Kotowski CT 06405-4503
"There is no reason except greed to dissect our forests for coal interests. We need fossil fuels to stay in the
ground."
Elizabeth Kott

MI 48864-1265
"My father was a forester - professor, chairman of the department at MSU, and consultant for forest industries.
He was an independent thinker, and he would not have supported opening these forests up to Arch Coal. Once
they have been mined, the forests will never be the same. Please do not allow this loophole to go through.
Protect these lands for the generations to come."
Alex Kovalchuk KS 66606-1918
"Fossil fuels should stay in the ground. Mainly as we need our trees and plants to scrub the over 400ppm of
carbon in our air. Burning coal = more ppm of carbon in our air. If simple math is learned by our kids in school.
Do you think you can apply that same simple math to coal mining - minus trees?"
Dana Kovar
FL 33612-7339
"Enough ruining our remaining forests for greedy corporations."
A.B. Kovats
MT 59870-6513
"Let's follow the science and act now for the sake of future generations and sacrifice short term profits for the
few."
Dolores Kowalczewski KS 662023212
"Please do not allow the dirty coal company to bulldoze the pristine roadless forest. Leave it for humans to
enjoy and for animals to habitat."
Joyce Kowalczyk CT 06492-5434
"We will continue to fight these efforts to ruin our pristine areas anywhere in the country!"
Susan Koyama AZ 85376-6015
"No more dirty energy, no more destruction of our environment, LEAVE OUR BEAUTIFUL MOTHER ALONE!"
Cheryl Kozanitas CA 94403-1240
"Leave the coal in the ground to help save our planet from climate devastation. Develop renewable energy and
train coal workers in those fields."
Cathy Koziol AZ 86326-4205
"At a time when the world has been called upon by the U.N. to engage in a climate change agreement, Arch
Coal is moving in a contrary direction and encroaching upon pristine forest managed by the Forest Service.
This is the wrong direction and the line needs to be drawn now for moving the US into cooperation with the
world. Please reject the proposal of Arch Coal."
Theresa Kozlow NJ 08054-3068
"We don't need Arch Coal to add millions of tons of pollution to the atmosphere and destroy prime forests"
Joan Kozlowski NY 14094-9538
"Our forests are too important to the health of the planet and to the health of people to destroy any more of
them. We have already pushed what little wilderness is left too far past the breaking point. And obviously, the
world does NOT need any more coal to be burned and added to the global warming crisis!!

Please protect the American people and prevent the destruction of any more forests."
Thaddeus Kozlowski WA 98503-4001
"Coal kills; it may help finish off much of planetary life --and we humans, of course, hold ourselves as the most
important of it-- due to onsetting climate change. We can help mitigate that by protecting our (not very
abundant) roadless forests and keeping coal deposits in the ground. The Paris COP21 conference won't save
us if we can't make good, farsighted decisions in our own countries. Stop this proposal."
Ernesta Kraczkiewicz MA 02472-2614
"It is unbelievable that, at this moment when the world is struggling with the potential disaster of climate
change, the Forest Service could consider the destruction of so much forest land to make possible the mining
of huge amounts of additional coal. Coal is one of the most destructive energy sources, and forests are among
the best solutions to excess carbon in the atmosphere."

Doris Kraemer IL 60171-1642
"Arch Coal must be stopped!!!!!!!!"
Christine Kraemer MA 02124-3735
"Please preserve our forests! They are a national resource and treasure."
Dorothy Kraemer TX 78660-4707
"Please do not destroy any more beautiful forest lands for coal."
John Kraemer WI 54729
"Stop ruining pristine area for coal and adding to pollution"
Diane Kraft
NY 14092-2025
"We have seen the effects of coal use on the land and health of all beings. It's time to rethink our energy
goals."
Theresa Krakauskas NJ 07740-7902
"We've already lost enough with our environment. This loophole needs to be plugged before even more is
destroyed."
Michelle Kralik OR 97219-7246
"Coal is such a dirty fuel.....it's archaic."
Michael Krall WY 82520-9109
"The changes from coal mining are irreparable and there is little land left not having notable scars. The world
should be heading towards expanding the amount of natural places, not continuing to reduce them. M.Krall
Lander, Wyo."
John Kramarck DE 19734-9715
"Instead of promoting fossil fuels, we should be promoting renewables. Denying this permit will add support for
renewables because if fossil fuels are not available alternatives will have to be developed."
Karen Kramarz MI 48127-1121

"Destruction of this land for personal profit is morally wrong. Coal is bad for the environment as well. Please
safeguard this land for the American people."
Dee Kramer
CA 95338-8540
"It simply doesn't make sense to go so far backward when we have made such gains in our quest for cleaner
and renewable energy."
Terry Kramer CA 92399-6011
"Sorry for your business loss, but we don't want coal anymore."
Eileen Kramer CA 92253-3565
"Stop once again allowing legal loopholes to go against the wishes of our citizens (those without big money).
Stop the Forest Service from leaving this door open for the future."
Gay Kramer-dodd OR 97404-1605
"Public lands and roadless forests should not be a source of profit for extractive industries, and of all of them,
coal is the worst. Please do not allow Arch Coal in Colorado's pristine roadless forest."
Sarah Krank
WY 82003-5695
"This is a tough time as the US slowly tries to change a lifestyle full of fossil fuel to sustainable practices. Just
because our current lifestyle is all we know doesn't mean we have to repeat the mistakes of our past. Lets look
toward the future and do the right things for our children and grandchildren. Stopping this loophole is the right
thing to do."
Rhonda Kranz MD 20912-4614
"I am writing in regards to the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule. Allowing the coal mining loophole goes against every part of the mission of the Forest Service:
"to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the Nation's forests and grasslands to meet the needs of
present and future generations". The needs of the present will be lost with bulldozing of up to 65 miles of road
on 30 square miles of roadless forest, degrading habitat for black bear, elk, goshawk, lynx and cutthroat trout.
Damaging recreation and hunting areas will not only hurt the public but lead to economic and job losses from
the local communities. At a time when we are struggling with ways to reduce our carbon production this action
will have multiple impacts that will do the opposite. It could add up to 130 million tons of carbon dioxide
pollution into the atmosphere and take out precious forests that are key to sequestering carbon. It would also
lead to as much as $13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this
proposal are simply too high. President Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst

potential damage from climate change, we must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the
ground. The Forest Service should draw the line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane
and destroy wild forest. Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. Reject the coal mining loophole to
the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Eric Kratzer
NY 10470-2406
"Keep what's left of the natural world pristine by abandoning this project!"
Kevin Kratzke CA 96001-9401
"I object to the mining of roadless areas. We have only a small percentage of wild areas remaining and need to
conserve them."

Jo Anne Kraus NY 10705-1620
"Coal mining in pristine forest? Are we even thinking about this anymore given the global need for a carbon
free future? Doesn't this fly in the face of everything we know? I strongly object to Arch Coal's proposal. Jo
Anne Kraus"
Korina Kraus OR 97209
"Stop the nonsense please."
Peter Krause CT 06475-2836
"The human species and many other species depend on maintaining a sustainable environment. Human
actions, such as these roads, threaten us all. Please heed this request."
Susan Krause NY 11780-2902
"As a wildlife biologist, I must ask you to protect this area from mining."
Robert Krause NY 12786-0306
"There won't be any natural places left for the children."
Melissa Krauss PA 19606-2534
"At the rate these companies are going, there will be nothing left. That is not the legacy we should be leaving to
the future generations."
Christina Krauz MN 55604-3217
"What do we need more, trees or coal? I say trees!"
Elizabeth Krebes VA 20147-4817
"The risks to climate change outway any economic benefits this coal mining activity might provide."
Kerry Krebill MT 59634-9759
"NO, no, a thousand times no! Leave this habitat be!!"
RM Krebs
MN 56001-3138
"Since climate change is upon us, this doesn't make any sense to continuing mining coal and taking down
forests."
Colleen Krebs MN 55409-1112
"This is just part of the tragedy that continues to unfold. We need to preserve what remains of our wild lands as
well as drastically reduce our use of coal. Block this dangerous loophole. Thank you."
Terry Kreft
MN 55104-5947
"Please protect the forest, and the animals that live there. Please."
Paula Kreisel NY 10025
"This proposed action by the Forest Service runs counter to the U.S. Climate Change policy being signed today
at the Climate Change Conference,"
Danny Kreps

TX 75065-2311
"Let nature be nature"
Gerald Kresge
"Coal mining on Public Lands is an outrage considering the reality of man made climate change."
Jeanne Kresser AZ 85719-1836
"Please, understand the loss to all if you allow Arch Coal or any like them to mine coal in Colorado. The
untouched land must remain so for the air and water quality. Over and over, coal mining has shown itself to be
a wretched pollution of land, air and water. The company talks big but cannot seem to clean up after mining. It's
a scourage that leaves irreparable damage . Time to put $ behind renewable and sustainable land practice."

Ernest Kretschmar FL 33541-7638
"With oil at around $40 per barrel it is really stupid to tear up forests for the sake of coal."
Matthew Kretzer CA 94610-1026
"We shouldn't allow any coal mining, but especially not from roadless forests."
April Krey
MI 48197-7128
"Please help preserve our earth for generations to come, not just the here and now. Our children are not going
to know what beautiful forests and wildlife are if you keep treating our earth this way. Please."
Jane Kribs
NY 12822-1416
"Do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze roadless forest in Colorado by reopening a loophole. Why should Arch be
allowed to reap huge profits while adding huger amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere and damaging
a pristine forest environment?"
George Kriebel
"It is absolutely imperative to leave most fossil fuels in the ground. Leaving the coal under the ground in
Colorado is a good start."
Peggy Kriebel WI 54655-7617
"Coal is our past. Renewables are our future. Please don't destroy habitat in these forests for a dinosaur
technology such as coal."
Betty Krikorian MA 02478-3917
"The job of the Forest Service is to protect the public interest, but opening the loophole protects a private
interest - Arch Coal, at the expense of the public. We need the forest, not the coal, the pollution, and the
destruction of pristine lands."
Evan Jane Kriss CA 94965-2066
"Shortsightedness and greed must not triumph over the best interests of the environment and the planet. NO
more destruction of the land, air, water and forests for the sake of extracting more filthy coal!"
Jonie Kristensen
"Pristine forests can NEVER be replaced. THINK! PLEASE THINK. That is what humans beings are
specialized to do!"
Alfred Kristensen IA 52601-1406

"Us liberals want you to take care of our Earth."
Sherry Kritzer CA 94038-0938
"Please make a strong statement to reduce the use of coal - now. This is the perfect opportunity."
Ellen Kritzman WA 98070-3052
"Two bad outcomes from one loophole: piling on the climate and environment damaging pollutants, and
destroying our protected roadless forests. Please just say no!"
E Kroeker
IL 62901-2444
"Coal does more harm than good, in my opinion. Can its workers not be re-employed in renewables?"
Robert Krone TX 76124-0932
"Keep the forests pristine. No excuse for Arch Coal to destroy the forests."
Jeff Kronick
MI 48361-0345
"There is no justification for re-opening this Arch Coal loophole. The long-term consequences to our climate
and Colorado's natural areas are simply too dangerous to allow this kind of bulldozing and mining again."
Keith Kropf
FL 33037-4034
"The US does not need more coal, we need less coal. We need to protect our Forest for our future generations.
Please do not amend the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Nathan Kropp NY 14063-1014
"I urge you to keep the loophole closed. The rule exists for a good reason. Skirting the rule through a loophole
benefits one company and area at the expense of the general public. Do not let special interests ruin the
environment, which harms all of us."
Rachel Krucoff IL 60615-5483
"I am horrified by the notion that our roadless areas in Colorado could be opened for Arch Coal. Where are our
priorities when something as highly toxic to our atmosphere such as coal would be allowed to wreak havoc on
some of the last pure wilderness we have left in our country. This land is home to all manner of wildlife. We

have decimated so much of the land that this county's wildlife needs to survive that many species are extinct or
nearly so. To allow Arch Coal to mine in our forest is unconscionable."
Sara Kruger
IN 46805-5114
"consuming everything leaves us with nothing. This is a mistake. Don't be shortsighted."
Suzanne Kruger WV 25425-6416
"This whole plan sickens me beyond words."
Thomas Kruggel FL 34759-3101
"The Forest Service is proposing to reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that will make it possible
for Arch Coal to reap profits while adding 130 million tons of climate pollution to our atmosphere, causing up to
$13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply
too high. On moral grounds this proposal needs to be rejected."

Betty Krulik
NY 10533-2306
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Paul Krumm KS 67454-9225
"We need to be putting our energy into renewables instead of fossil fuels such as coal."
Mary Krumwiede OH 44001-1973
"age from you makes a huge difference, please add one here. TAKE ACTION No Roadless Bulldozing
Loophole for Arch Coal Dear U.S. Forest Service, I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal
mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Re-opening the loophole will benefit one company--Arch Coal-while paving the way for mining more than 170 million tons of dirty coal. This could add 130 million tons of
carbon dioxide pollution into the atmosphere and cause as much as $13 billion in damage to the world's
economy and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply too high. The loophole will also set
the stage for bulldozing up to 65 miles of road on 30 square miles of roadless forest, degrading habitat for
black bear, elk, goshawk, lynx and cutthroat trout. Valued recreation and hunting areas used by the public will
be scarred for years. President Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst potential
damage from climate change, we must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the ground. The
Forest Service should draw the line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane and destroy
wild forest. Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is."
Keith Krupinski MO 64155-2096
"Coal should stay in the ground."
Jeff Krupnick CA 94903-2917
"Please protect our forests. They are a resource we cannot afford to lose."
Tom Kruse
WA 98382-6703
"Please do not allow exceptions to the CRR......especially, for mining coal, the fuel of the past !! Thank you,
Pam&Tom Kruse Sequim, WA"
Gerald Kruth PA 15217-1311
"Coal should go the way of dynosars. The environmental effects of coal are so devastating. Natural gas and
renewal resources are much better alternatives"
Bernee Lynn Krynicki NC 27503-9657
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. This
loophole will allow bulldozing up to 65 miles of road and degrade the habitat for animals, birds, and fish.
Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is, and reject the coal mining loophole."
Brian Krysinski MN 55405-2009
"Please do the right thing!"
Jeff Krzeszinski TX 75023-1624
"This is just completely stupid. Coal is OUT-DATED!"
Beverly Kubachka

OH 45776-9635
"We need to preserve out forests. Coal companies are notorious for tearing up the land and leaving the
destruction behind for others to clean up. As a former resident of coal country, I have seen first hand this
damage."
Stephanie Kubesh MN 55407-3420

"We can and we must stop these attempts to destroy the environment and pollute our world."
Justine Kubica IL 60169-6736
"WE CERTAINLY DON'T NEED MORE POLLUTION, OF ANY KIND. AS FOR OTHER DANGERS FOR OUR
ANIMALS OR WET LANDS, & ANY OF THE OTHER NON-BENEFICIAL THINGS YOU ARE CONSIDERING,
YOU NEED TO STOP. RECONSIDER WHAT KIND OF DAMAGE YOU ARE DOING & WHO YOU ARE
DOING IT TO !"
Cathy Kubik
IN 46613-2936
"We need to stop living via 19th century means at the cost of our children's and grandchildren's future
environment and health. Please be true conservatives and conserve our pristine forests and begin to invest
seriously in alternative forms of energy."
Walter Kuciej WA 98199-1360
"I'm totally shocked by Arch Coal's plan, which comes at the expense of MY national forest land. Please plug
the loophole that would allow them to destroy a 19,000 acre roadless area. Thank you"
Walter Kuciej WA 98199-1350
"This is public forest land, not Arch Coal'sIt should be a Wilderness Area."
Sissie Kuczaj TX 75208-5405
"Please stop this raping of our forests!"
Edward Kuczynski TX 77007-8300
"Please, let's leave fossil fuels in the ground, especially on public lands!"
AL Kuehn
NJ 07040-2518
"When are we going to learn?"
Peter Kugler OR 97477-3507
"This is an outrageous turn of events. The Roadless rule is in place to protect just such important areas, I
thought this was settled policy after all the years of fighting and letter writing. On top of the Roadless Rule
issue there is the issue of more coal mining. Coal has time and time again been identified as the one of the
leading causes of damage to our environment. Why on earth would we allow more of the this destructive
mineral to be mined off our public lands in violation of the Roadless rule ? Please do not allow coal mining in
roadless areas of Colorado. Respect the hard fought gains that were won in the courts years ago and protect
our atmosphere from further damage by coal by denying any more coal mining on our public lands."
Nancy Kuhn
AK 99712-3237
"We do NOT need coal to heat our homes nor to create electricity. The damage to our environment, yours and
MINE also, is more important than some corporation,. When is the Forest Service going to

learn that extraction of coal creates greater harm to the earth than the profit to the mining company. You folks
work for the people, all of us, and not for the corporations. Do the right thing and do not pave the way for more
damage. Nancy"
Richard Kuhn FL 32514
"47,000 dead per year in U.S. from bad air. Declare coal a hazardous material."
Kerry Kuhn
IL 60193-3547
"Cutting down trees is just the opposite of what needs to be done to save this planet from the effects of climate
change. Trees are better for the environment than coal will ever be."
Charley Kuhn SC 29720-9746
"I am tired of the government giving away rights to any land coal companys want"
Andrea Kuhn WV 26039-1558
"What you scrape off the earth that took thousands of years in the making,can not be replaced.As long as they
can get coal underground I do not see any logical reason to be scraping the land.Not only that I have seen first
hand from WV they say they put it right back for habitat.No they do not,ground is bare,stripped of good
soil,native plants are gone so they plant none native plants wildlife perishes and is never the same.Actually
land looks like some dessert or from mars lifeless.So congress put an end to the lies and deceit and stop this
madness.Besides we cannot burn coal and continue on with global warming that is ruing our good earth take a
stand and STOP it once and for all."
Cygnus Kuiper NC 28739-8700
"Just ask yourself wouldn't my kids love to see her & her beings. One blow & she(Mother Earth) feels it
everywhere."

Matthew Kulak PA 19454-2410
"I understand that a United States powered by 100% renewable energy is not yet achievable - but we need to
be as cautious as possible in continuing down the same fossil fuel path as always!"
Chet Kulesa
"Stop mining coal in our forests immediately. We want to stop using fossil fuels, especially in our forests."
Mary Ann Kulla CT 06801-2437
"We should be discouraging coal production everywhere because it is a dirty fuel. Instead we need green
energy from sun and wind."
Judy Kulp
NJ 08204-3145
"Coal is so passT. Can't you find something cool to do in the forests, like rehabilitate rescue animals?"
Pam Kunke
IL 60447-9723
"Please stop destroying our natural resources"
Sandra Kuntz CA 92071-3352
"Once these forests are gone, they are gone forever. Due your part to save natural places for our children."

Michael Kuntzelman AZ 85653-8675
"Time to protect what's left"
Pamela Kurimai CT 06468-1621
"Please protect our lands for the future, not take a step backwards!"
David Kurland MA 01247-4442
"Are you the Forest Service or the coal industry lackies?"
Wm&ellen Kurtz AZ 85645-9645 "NO."
Mary Kurtz
PA 19436-1026
"Stop helping the loophole finders. They don't think, or care about the future of our country, only their own
Profits at the expense of the future."
Carol Kussart IL 61818-3025
"We need to do all we can to protect our environment. Allowing Arch Coal into pristine forest is a HUGE
mistake. Do not allow this to happen--preserve the wilderness areas we still have."
Michael Kutcher AZ 85254-4172
"We do not need to expand on this dirty industry. Instead we need to revolutionize into green energies that help
preserve the nature of our environments"
Nicholas Kuvach NY 10579-3438
"You've gotta' be kidding me! Get the hell out of my forest!"
Rita Kuzma
NY 14422-9544
"What kind of world are we leaving to our grandchildren? Don't you care?"
Robert Kvaas CA 93117-1623
"Coal is a dirty fuel. Keep it in the ground. Thanks."
Paula Kwakenat MN 55438-2189
"Why was the reopening of the "loophole"proposed in the first place? It's a bad idea,and makes the Forest
Service look more salacious than even Arch Coal."
Karl Kwapik CA 93552
"Stop bulldozing virgin forests in Colorado just for coal...it's not worth it."
Janice Kyle
GA 31902-0904
"This is crazy...destroying acres of forest in order to mine coal! There must be an alternative energy source!
Coal is not the future! Coal fuel is killing us!"
Joan Kyler
PA 19147-3402
"Public lands should be for all of us and should not be the source for private profit. They should be

protected in their natural state, not destroyed."
Paul Kysel
IN 46360-9507

"Look to the future"
Thomas L
NY 12540-5615
"Keep that dirty coal industry OUTY of our pristine forests! What's the matter... you crazy? It just isn't going to
pay the bill! Support clean energy!!!"
AL
NY 14809-9553
"Stop poisoning the planet."
Mia L
NY 10002-2250
"This is unacceptable. Please help preserve our forests--and the earth!--for our children!"
Roseanne L
WA 98225-6757
"The coal is most likely going to China to make more crap Americans don't need."
Michael La Puma CA 93130-0047
"It is simple, the climate costs of this proposal are high and toxic."
Jim Laasch
CA 95648-0613
"this must stop now and forever"
Sandra Laase IL 60646-1424
"WE NEED OUR FORESTS MORE THAN WE NEED MORE CARBON!"
Nicole Labarbera NY 11201-4501
"The last thing the earth needs now is more coal. This is an utterly shortsighted and dangerous proposal and
should be rejected out of hand."
Georgia Labey CA 92128-5310
"It is so short-sighted to continue searching for ways to produce fossil fuels. This is a finite resource, and if we
allow big business to use it up, we will destroy our planet and its beautiful forests and oceans and all the
creatures that depend on them. What will we have left then? Nothing! There are alternatives to fossil fuels and
it's past time for our elected leaders to leave the planet better off, not worse off, for future generations. I urge
the Forest Service to put a stop to any consideration of allowing businesses to destroy our beautiful forests."
Eleanor Labiosa VA 24401-2716
"Trees are nature's best defense against the climate warming already threatening our world. It makes no sense
to sacrifice hundreds more acres of pristine land to an industry that has caused much of this problem. It makes
no sense to further sacrifice the ecology of our Nation so one company can send more dirty fuel across the
ocean to profit from a foreign market. The first duty of the Forest Service is to protect our forests, not to crater
to corporate pressure. Please defend our trees. They are helpless."
Edwina Labonte NC 28739-4935

"Stop ruining our planet please"
Michael Labrecque VA 20106-2509
"Keep the fossil fuel in the ground and stop the destruction of the pristine PUBLIC lands. Big Oil and Big Gas
are themselves fossils of a bye gone era - they just don't recognize it yet."
Douglas Labrie NJ 07882-4206
"There are several reasons the Roadless Rule was enacted, and reopening the loop hole flies in the face of all
of them. Keep the Roadless Rule intact!"
Gaetano Labruzzo
"It time to get away from fossil fuels and coal."
Ugo Lacheny CA 91367-3797
"The United States is currently leading the world towards a greener future, away from polluting energy sources.
Enabling projects such as this one would be detrimental to both short and long term efforts to reduce the
already large effects of pollution. Please do not reopen this terrible and short sighted loophole."
Michele Lackey CA 91364-4128
"Please protect our forests!"
Mercedes Lackey OK 74017-4445
"Do you have to look at EVERYTHING that is natural and beautiful and seek to destroy it?"
Dale Lacognata IN 46256-9741
"Protect the planet and its inhabitants!!!!"
Judy Lacombe NY 12533-6124

"This loophole action would be a mindless step in the wrong direction for Colorado. Why should Colorado
degrade its forest for Arch Coal profit?"
Rev. Gary Lacroix FL 33901-3333
"When the future of our planet, especially as it relates to the health of we the inhabitants, is moving to
renewable energy sources, it appears to be at cross purposes to be opening virgin land to coal mining. Thank
you for listening to our concerns re the environment and our health. PAX! The Rev. Gary LaCroix"
David Laczi
NY 14217-2533
"Please stop Arch coal from any mining activities"
Cecilia Ladda TX 75023-4314
"Please do not permit this proposal to go forward. Our world must be honored and not destroyed."
Brian Laddy
SC 29707-3536
"Definition of criminals: members of congress, members of Osama regime, Wall St execs., Bank Execs.,
chemical co. execs.,"
Chris Lade
IL 60915-1653

"I have spent many vacation days in Colorado . To destroy acres upon acres of pristine wilderness for filthy
coal is unforgivable . Climate change is here and coal is a huge contributor to warming. Stop the habitat
destruction and climate change."
Bonnie Ladore CA 92501-3413
"NO to coal. The whole earth is endangered now, and coal is the worst of the energy sources."
Jane Lael
TN 37403-2636
"The future is in clean energy. You know this. Put this energy into clean energy. Stop destroying our land to
earn money. Get a better concept and be a leader, not a backward-looking destroyer of God's creation."
Daniel Laemmerhirt NY 14150-4607
"No one seems to understand, so I will say it again: NON-RENEWABLE FUEL USE IS DEAD. WE CANNOT
USE IT ANYMORE IF WE WANT TO LIVE. As such, this plan is incredibly idiotic and will kill us all."
Barbara Lafaver Gleason CA 91941-6747
"Coal destroys the environment and must be banned. Green alternatives exist and we must protect our planet
at all costs."
Arthur Lafex
"It doesn't make sense to destroy established forest, which is actively removing CO2 from the atmosphere, to
mine coal, which will add CO2 to the atmosphere, when our national goal is the reduction of CO2."
Alice Laffey
MA 01590-1712
"Please don't allow Arch Coal to bulldoze pristine forest land in Colorado to mine for coal."
Paul Lafontaine UT 84532-0933
"Coal is a dying energy source which has been and is successfully being replaced by renewable sources. Don't
destroy more forests for this antiquated energy source."
Evonne Laforge WA 98597
"Why do you want to ruin roadless beautiful land?"
Janet Lafountain OR 97502-8636
"I feel very strongly that we are destroying our pristine lands to grab the coal that should be obsolete in a few
short years as we convert to clean energy. Please stop Arch Coal from expanding into Colorado forests."
C.L. Lafreniere CA 95018-9403
"Let's move to get OFF coal and rock and roll on getting this nation and the world on solar and the other
alternative energies, NOW!!!"
Patricia Lafuente TX 78669-2327
"Please save the forest areas for our children."
Rose Lagerberg WA 98026-8651

"Tell me coal is not in our future ---the time to act is NOW."
Donald Lahti CA 92223-8552
"NO MORE COAL"

Kristen Laidlaw CA 92672-5012
"Please, please, please stop the coal mining!"
A. Laielen
CA 94901-5042
"Please don't allow the bulldozing, road building and mining for a substance that is causing air pollution and
global warming."
Josephine Laing CA 93405-1132
"Life is more important than economics."
Leueen Laing MA 02453-2405
"forests must be protected. Coal mining is polluting"
Wade Laird
MT 59917-0987
"Fossil fuel, both coal, and old is OLD THINKING. It's at least a decade past time to put them in the rear view
mirror and move on to cleaner modern alternatives."
Mark Laird
PA 17356-8757
"It is just not worth the environmental risk to allow Arch Coal to reshape the landscape for our dirtiest form of
energy. I suggest they buy their way into renewable energy sources and give up the coal. Coal is a thing of the
past and they need to start to realize this."
Scott Lake
CA 90024-2910
"please stop coal mining on roadless forests"
Elisabeth Lake OR 97405-4661
"Coal is the dirtiest energy source. We are drowning in oil and natural gas. It is totally unnecessary to allow
additional coal mining of any kind!"
Daniel Laliberte
"Stop being stupid please"
N Yen Lam OR 97045
"Stop your efforts to harm wildlife!"
D Lamana
CA 90065-0116
"American taxpayers like us DO NOT CONSENT to bulldozing roadless forests and certainly not for dirty
climate polluting fuel like coal! NO loop holes for Arch Coal or any other company. This must be STOPPED
now. It is unacceptable to bulldoze pristine roadless forests in Colorado to keep burning coal when there are
many other clean fuel options such as solar, wind, water, and newly emerging technologies that provide clean
power which do not harm the environment, including the beings who breathe the air. NO to big coal!"
M Lamantia

IN 47403-2235
"STOP up to 65 miles of road from being bulldozed across 19,000 acres of roadless forest, degrading habitat
for black bear and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout...all to benefit one corporation."
Eileen Lamar WA 98516-6256
"This particular coal activity is truly egregious. Private profit is at the root of this - since coal is the dirtiest fuel
from beginning to end it should stay in the ground. The picture of this mine vs. a pristine forest speaks for itself.
Please, think of the future. We need forests not dollars for corporate profit."
Barbara Lamb CA 94610-3365
"Public lands are for everybody! Stop making exceptions for a loud corporation that destroys our planet!"
Cynthia Lamb KY 40299-5929
"It is totally wrong and irresponsible to reopen the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule to allow Arch Coal to
wreck this beautiful forest, not to mention that we need to get free of coal and use renewable energy. These
lands belong to the public, and not the property of big coal."
Lake Lamb
OH 44839-1021
"Please, take into consideration what the consequences of this action will have. Yes, there will be a surplus of
jobs and coal, two necessities of our country. However, this is limited. What happens when the coal runs out in
that area? Sure, there is always gain, but at what cost? This will create a waste land. Do we not have enough
holes in our country already? Please, think about this. Especially, in this time of"
M. Lamb

OR 97030-4699
"Collectively, we need to put our effort into developing renewable energy. Razing forest to mine coal not only
radically increases greenhouse gases, it also removes a important source of oxygen, a net product of
photosynthesis."
Catherine Lambeau WV 25705-1703
"Roadless forest should be left as is for all the spiecies they provide food and shelter to!!!"
Melliny Lamberson FL 34602-8201
"We need to preserve our wild places and we need to preserve our trees. If we can't get other countries to
agree with us on climate change and there are many things we can't do, this is one thing we CAN do. No more
coal. Save our trees. The death of our planet is at stake."
Henry Lambert
"Please leave carbon in the ground. No mining on US Forest lands."
Alan Lambert CA 94022-2750
"While we are trying to reduce carbon pollution--while we berate countries such as China which continue to
expand the use of coal fired generation, what in the world are we doing even considering a request to destroy a
portion of protected forests in order to increase coal fired pollution. ABSOLUTELY ABSURD! !"
Sandra Lambert CT 06250-1201
"Destroying forested areas to build roads to mine is dangerous to the environment on all levels. Above the
ground and below. We don't need more coal because it produces green house gases wherever it's

burned . We need the trees you destroy to build roads to filter the air we breath. We need corporations to act
like the people our Supreme Court says they are and make positive choices for all of us. If not, may they gasp
their last breath like the rest of us."
Sally Lambert HI 96740-4470
"Extracting coal needs to stop today everywhere on the planet. It is not the job of the US Forest Service to build
roads to aid and abet extraction of any resources from any forest in the US. Cease and desist!!"
Wendy J Lambert NY 13158-4168
"Roadless means just that, no roads. There are no loopholes in that word."
David Lambert WA 98406-6803
"Our Earth and the being on it cannot survive long-term with more coal extracted. We absolutely need to stop
this plan and instead invest in renewable energy strictly. Keep the coal in the ground!"
Larry Lambeth MO 65810-1308
"The bulldozing of pristine forests to extract fossil fuels is not acceptable on public lands. The U.S. Forest
Service must not open roadless forests to allow Arch Coal to profit at taxpayers expense. The harmful impacts
would threaten an ecosystem and our future, the loophole that would allow this must not be reopened."
Glenda Lamb-wilson OH 45410-1919
"We need to save our forests."
Susan Lamert OH 44313-7108
"Please do all you can to protect for our environment - in this area of clean air, land and water"
Teddy Lamey IN 46013-4722
"The newly achieved agreement to stop global warming threats worldwide cite the destruction of forests, and
their affect on co2 issues , as a major problem. Not only is coal usage a global environmental threat, the
destruction of forests to reach the coal is criminal and MUST be stopped. Otherwise, we leave an uninhabitable
world for our children and grandchildren. This greed is criminal and unacceptable."
Lisa Lamkin
MD 20906-4760
"It is so wrong on so many levels to destroy God's beautiful earth while also destroying natural habitat for so
many of His creatures. This must stop! God speed."
Marilyn Lammel AZ 85364-3407
"Please go forward to make what is the right decision. We are dependent on you to let our forests be just
exactly that- forest."
Richard/martha Lammers TN 38578-3001
"We are counting on you NOT to open the Roadless Rule"
Osborne Lamoree FL 33328-5140
"The forests are to preserve oxygen exchange and even one tree sacrificed in the name of BigCoal is one to
many. These areas need to be preserved... for decades, even centuries into the future. Trees, NOT

coal."
Kent Lamoreux WA 99223-7230
"How can we lead the way for the world in cleaning up our environment when we allow destructive actions like
this one? Don't make a huge mistake!"
Andria Lamothe MI 48021-2404
"Please stop destroying our planet."
Dustin Lamoureux
"Please help our children breathe and stop this"
Michael Lamperd CA 94122-1063
"The forests are our national treasure and home to our fellow sentient beings (the wildlife). Why destroy them?
Why add to the destruction of the climate? Please stop!"
John Lamperti VT 05055-9418
"More generally, coal mining should be opposed everywhere. Coal is the fuel of the past, and our environment
cannot afford its continued use."
Joseph Lampka FL 32003-7273
"The world is slowly moving in a different direction. Leave the coal in the ground and the animals to their
habitat."
Carolyn Lamuniere NM 87507-6518
"Stop bulldozing of natural land. This is simply a greed situation. Use natural energy like wind and solar."
Manisha Lance
"Please keep the national forest pristine. There is too much devastation all around already. Nature is
Colorado's most precious gift-let's keep it that way!"
Peg Lancioni
"Please stop ruining our planet. No more coal and oil find new ways and stop the polluting!"
Eva Landeo
NY 10024-1932
"Preserve what we have, please."
Sharon Landes CA 94552-4905
"Protect the forests and natural habitat for animals and the environment."
David Landgraf AZ 85299-3191
"Please stop using coal for energy and destroying our wild forests for Arch Coal profit."
Lawrence Landherr MN 55613-0017
"Leave the polluting coal in the ground. Alternative energy is less expensive and doesn't pollute the air"
Robert Landoll MD 20632-2314
"I truly believe it is time to get away from this energy and certainly with these methods. Lets be leaders and do
the right thing"

Judy Landress TX 78412-2703
"Renewable energy needs to start now. NO MORE coal, our dirtiest energy source. Time has run out. Quit
destroying forests and streams."
Karen Landrum KS 67357-8467
"Please stop!!"
Jenna Lane TR11 5TR
"Im totally against coal mining and burning and its even worse if you cut down trees for it"
Nancy Lane
"Stop mining coal, and for sure do NOT build new roads through wilderness in order to mine MORE coal.
Enough!"
Robert Lane CA 94801-3919
"LEAVE COAL IN THE GROUND."
Carol Lane
CA 94518-3731
"Please do everything you can to preserve what is left of our environment!"
Patrick Lane CA 94804-5510
"Save this forest now so future generations can enjoy it instead of having to live with the effects of all of the
impala of mining and burning coal."
M.e. Lane
IL 60642-5836
"Stop being so greedy! Play by the rules, not the loopholes!"

Mary Lane
MI 48124-4139
"I am fervent agreement to preserve the few remaining completely untouched, natural areas in the world.
Humans always have an excuse or a "need" to despoil every area for our purposes. Leave some areas intact!"
Francine Lane NY 11930
"Coal belongs in the past. To destroy thousands of acres of pristine forest for more coal is madness. We need
our forests! You are the forest service. Why are you not protecting our national treasures. Once gone, they are
not coming back. We need the forests, wildlife needs the forest, the planet needs the forests. The coal? No!"
Michael Lane NY 10032-7459
"Now more than ever, we need to retain our forests."
Susan Lanes IL 60051-2539
"Keep the coal in the ground!"
Peter Lang
CT 06902-1226
"Too much of natural habitats have been destroyed already. It's time to save what remains before it's too late."

Lynn Lang
MA 02356-2728
"If you watch the news you can see the destruction coal has on the environment just look at China and India
they can barely breathe or see their hands in front of their face. Clean energy, not dirty coal. Do you think big
coal companies care how much wildlife they destroy or concern about the lung disease millions of people will
get just so the coal company CEO and board of directors can make millions laughing all the way to the bank?"
Kate Lang MO 63125
"Thank you for reading my letter. This loophole allowing forest destruction and ultimately atmospheric
destruction, must be closed, for the sake of the world. The USA only cares for itself, and this is a prime
example of insular and corporate greed."
George Lang NY 11946-2824
"The environmental cost is too high when we have an abundance of alternative energy today."
Joan Lang
OH 44111-2954
"Have we not destroyed the earth enough? Stop with all coal mining--your day is over."
M. Langelan MD 20815-4051
"This really matters."
Elisabeth Langendorf MD 21074-1350
"Please preserve these pristine lands for our and your own grandchildren! here is enough wood to be cut in
other forests! Thank you for considering! EML"
Ronald Langhals OH 43606-2601
"Stop the madness."
Liz Langlois CA 92629
"This non sense from humans need to be example of high penalty in jail for promote cruelty..animals have spirit
and personalities we need to protect their silent voices"
Cheri Langlois CA 95460-1286
"We DO NOT need more coal, oil or natural gas....we DO NEED places that are not totally WRECKED by the
extraction industries. NO BULLDOZING, NO EXTRACTION in Colorado or elswhere"
Anna Lanham TX 76051-6708
"Please stop hurting our earth"
J Lanham
WI 53578-0014
"As a biologist and voter, I strongly object to bulldozing forests and mining. Haven't we learned anything after
this summers Durango mine spill? The coal needs to stay in the ground!"
Leslie Lannom IL 62951-1554
"We don't need to allow corporations to rape any more of our wild and untouched forest lands. It takes
generations before the effects of mining are erased. Living in Southern Illinois, I know the desolation that

is left behind the mining of coal and the drilling for oil. It shouldn't be allowed to continue in our few remaining
examples of pristine wilderness."
Cara Lannon RI 02865

"No more coal - stop now & save the planet!"
Sonya Lano 19000
"Coal is limited, no reason to invest in it, and it dirties the air. Green energy is the future, why go backward?"
Dan Lanser OH 44720
"Coal is the past just like buggy whips. Replace this ancient fuel with clean efficient energy and new jobs will
be created."
Natthachin Lapasumpanno TX 77096-1712
"Stop abusing the nature."
Zach Laperriere AK 99835-9770
"I urge the Forest Service to protect the public's interests and follow the law. No exemptions."
M.J. Lapham NC 28211-6210
"Arch Coal has ruined the West Virginia & Kentucky mountain ranges with tons of explosives blowing up acres
of mountain tops! They don't "clean up" except at the BANK."
Debbie Lapierre FL 34483-2053
"We must keep our public lands public. It is what we have left of our heritage. Please no mining."
Jane Laping
NC 28803-1010
"I have hiked and backpacked many miles of trails in Colorado and it remains in my mind as one of the most
beautiful natural areas of our country. Please don't let one of the last pristine pieces of God's creation to be
destroyed by the greed and shortsightedness of Arch Coal. Stop them NOW!"
Angela Laporta CA 94523-5212
"It's time to stop this decimation of forests for dirty fuel."
Bernadette Larimer NM 88002-1041
"Please protect our forests!"
Timothy Larkin CA 94109-5337
"Coal mining is one of the worst and most toxic of all fossil fuel extractions. It's not only a horrific means of
destruction of earth's topography and resources, but it harms people and the environment and it needs to stop."
Kris Larkin NM 87501
"This must be shut-down. It is totally unacceptable. The Forest Service May NOT act on this without the
approval of The People of this Country. If you will not act on these most obvious actions of corporate greed,
then We will remove you from your posts for nonperformance of the duties we entrust you with to

keep our forests healthy and their ecosystems in tact."
Lynn Larkins VA 22968-3402
"Leave Colorado alone. There is enough remains of mine destruction there as it is. We DO NOT need any
more destruction for coal, which we should not even be using. There is no such thing as "clean" coal!"
Laurie Larmour CA 94513-2604
"We are destroying our planet by deforestation and will never be able to replenish it. We must be smart about it
!"
Lori Larocca
CA 95742-7732
"Please don't allow this to happen. Our children and future generations need these pristine forest and the
ecosystem. Pollution has to stop now for global warming to curtail. Please don't allow this to hapoen."
Kathy Larocco NY 11757
"We must stop destroying our earth"
Consuelo Larrabee WA 98109-2853
"NO, NO, NO TO DIRTY COAL!!!"
Elizabeth Larrison IL 60148-7039
"This loophole would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands, and we can't let it happen."
Tracy Larsen AK 99645
"You must prevent this mining from ruining more of our forests. Our nation should be leading the world in
developing renewable energy projects. Help promote renewable, not fossil fuels."
Brent Larsen CA 92103-1251
"Keep it in the ground for all of us, your children included."
Lisa Larsen
CA 93539-2566
"Stop ruining the environment already!"
Tom Larsen

MN 55110-5207
"Leave the coal in the hole. Leave the future to the future."
Jesse Larsen WA 98225
"Coal for fuel is moribund thinking. Keep it in the ground."
John Larson
"In the long and even mid-term, keeping our Colorado forests intact is WAY more important and desirable than
to further our consumption of fossil fuels. Please block this and cause even more impetus to invest in
sustainable energies."
Janet Larson CA 95469-8713
"Keep our remaining forest lands safe from the bulldozers. We dobn't need to unearth more coal! Use
alternative energy sources that are safe and effective."

Ronald Larson CA 93405
"Stop coal pollution!"
Thomas Larson CA 93023-3415
"stop it, our world is being murdered"
Eugenia Larson CA 94582-4614
"We MUST NOT DESTROY OUR FORESTS BY DIGGING A FOSSIL FUEL THAT IS NO LONGER
NECESSARY! IT IS TIME TO CONCENTRATE ON CLRAN ENERGY AND SAVE OUR EARTH FOR OUR
CHILDREN AND THEIR CHILDREN!"
Frances Larson CA 94044-4366
"We need renewable energy sources not coal!"
Raymond Larson GA 30032-2554
"The planet is on a coarse of the end of life as we know it. Most of the Global warming is due to mankind which
includes you our "leaders". Why would you permit the destruction of the forest which help mitigate greenhouse
gases ? Plus the extraction of coal a known source of C02 and other harming gasses. For money spent to
enrich a few and put a sunder all others. Have you no concern for the planet and all life on it? Please in the
name of all sanity; do not allow this destruction to occur. The bell has sounded. Listen to it's tone."
Kevin Larson MN 55110-5768
"Once this generation removes our forests, they never come back for us or future generations. Please prevent
this tragedy."
Barbara Larson NJ 07424-1000
"Please continue to protect our forests and do not allow coal mining to ruin them."
Eric Larson
NY 14850-3020
"Listen to those in Paris trying to save our future. Coal and trees should stay where they are, for our health and
future."
George Lartigue CA 93309-6021
"This isgoing to ruin the habitat for innocent and and wildlife and affect the health of humans. This is insane."
Robbin Larue VT 05487-7038
"We have alternatives to coal that are cleaner and do not harm our environment. We are running out of
wilderness and cannot make more. Our future on Earth may very well depend on the extent to which we protect
and preserve healthy ecosystems such as roadless forests."
Erik Larue
WA 98233-9670
"Leave our wilderness habitats alone!"
J Lasahn
CA 94530-3002

"Do not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at
the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Marilyn Lasarow CA 91604-4164
"Stop mining for coal especially in fragile forestation."
Clare Lasecki WI 53132-9750
"I have fought against the coal burning energy units in the town adjacent to us. The people that live around the
town have started to complain that five years down the road they are experiencing lung problems. Of course,
WE Energies says this can't be so because they are very stringent about their burning policies. I submit that we

have had at least two meltdowns in the last five years from this "new plant". Why can't we fight the big business
interests? Same thing is happening with the massive oil that is being transported through the state of
Wisconsin by the railroads. We have had two major oil spills in the last six months. The railroad cars were not
properly reinforced to carry such loads, and most peoples aren't even aware that this is happening. People in
the areas are worried sick over what the contamination is doing to their children."
Gemma Laser ME 04849-5356
"What is the purpose of legislation with loopholes?! Please prioritize our national heritage over the coffers of a
corporation!"
Gura Lashlee CA 95519-3672
"When o when will the feds stop pimping out our wilderness?"
Elly Lasiter
WI 54635-8411
"Please leave Colorado alone!!!!"
Cheryl Laskasky IL 60101-3532
"This is not the time to add more pollution to our atmosphere! We should be fighting pollution that causes
damage to our economy and our environment!"
Nancy Lasley UT 84098-4811
"This is lunacy. No coal!Thank you for reading my letter."
Amanda Lasorsa NY 11934-3606
"There is no doubt that now is the time to put an end to every and all fossil fuel extraction industries, and all
infrastructure involved. Deforestation is one of the biggest threats for our climate, impacted further by the fossil
fuels that will then be extracted. We will not allow these actions to continue, and I look forward to seeing
communities standing tall against the fossil fuel industries. We will not allow this proposal to go forward, we will
block any loopholes and continue to stand strong."
Janet Latham MA 01503-1710
"This is a horrible, horrible idea from every conceivable vantage point. It's a disastrous idea from an ecological
standpoint in every way; from start to finish. Leave that awful stuff in the ground. Ignore the Koch Brothers and
use wind technology and solar to replace coal and fossil fuels. IT HAS TO HAPPEN!
Let's do it before we've raped, pillaged, leveled, gouged, blasted and fracked our planet to death to get every
bit of dirty fuel out of her precious crust. The only people who benefit are plenty wealthy enough

already."
Lori Latimer
AR 72837-1304
"Stop raping our land."
Gary Latman IL 60645-5463
"The roadless forests won't remain pristine is there is coal mining. The choice is more dirty fuel production or
pristine, air cleansing forests. My choice is to Stop Coal Mining on Roadless Forests and a Ban on New Roads
in Forests."
Manuel S Lato MA 02186-2545
"r e n e w a b l e s http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/23/how-africas-fastest-solar- powerproject-is-lighting-up-rwanda HOW AFRICA'S FASTEST SOLAR POWER PROJECT IS LIGHTING UP
RWANDA East African plant is completed in less than a year creating jobs and setting the country on the path
to providing half its population with electricity by 2017."
Pamela Lau
CA 95126-1828
"Thank you for protecting our clean air."
Paul Laudeman TN 37917-3437
"This "loophole" is a taxpayer subsidy of Arch Coal and is therefore anti competition and harmful to our
economy as well as my wallet. I don't want to subsidize coal companies."
Jillana Laufer CA 91604-3709
"We don't need this DIRTY COAL! We need GREEN ENERGY! Climate change is real, folks! STOP burning
and promoting fossil fuels!"
Trella Laughlin AR 72632-0045
"Coal should be discontinued. Why ruin the earth?"
Claire Laurance ID 83704-2923
"I urge the Forest Service not to follow through with their plans to build new roads in roadless forests for the
purpose of Arch Coal to mine coal. Coal is the last thing we should be using, and the destruction of pristine

forests is a second reason this proposal should be rejected."
Matt Laurance ID 83704-2923
"This proposal is a prescription for unfettered global warming."
Savannah Lauritzen WA 98092-8774
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to access Colorado forests. I understand the financial reasons and the benefits
to the economy BUT we need to protect our forests! That's why these laws were put into place & allowing
environmentally destructive practices for an outdated form of energy should not be accepted.
Our government needs to stop working for big corporations and start working for the people. Really hoping that
you're willing to do the RIGHT thing."
Theresa Lauro NC 28105-9376
"Please let common sense rule over arrogance and greed. Continuing to destroy the earth will leave "no

earth". Why can't you see that?"
Selena Lauterer NC 28607-3480
"Coal is the #1 contributor to greenhouse gases - why are we supporting them and why destroy our rare
wilderness for a finite & dirty fuel?"
Cecelia Lavan NY
"Leave the coal in the ground. We need sustainable sources of energy."
Deane Lavender PA 16066-4234
"In a time when coal use is declining, is there any good reason to use destructive methods to mine more of it?"
Matthew Lavin VA 23322-8840
"Please stop this senseless mining effort destroying our wilderness and creating irreparable damage to the
ecosystem. I urge you to vote against allowing this mining initiative"
Joanne Lavine OK 73064-3403
"STOP despoiling the planet for a cheap worthless buck, impoverishing everyone!!!!!!!!!"
Jessica Lavish AZ 85603-6339
"STOP! This is my planet too! If you have kids or grandkids, think about what this is going to do to our
environment, and what it will mean to our children. STOP!"
Patricia Law CA 92102-1232
"no, no no!"
Ann Law NY 13850
"No coal mining in Colorado or anywhere in the U.S.or, in fact, anywhere on this planet."
Diana Law
WA 98198-9117
"Let's move to clean energy! The forest are important natural resources for sequestering carbon."
John Lawler
CA 95954-8602
"Enough with the damn coal companies already. Are you not paying attention to what climate change is already
doing? Get with the program!"
Vedet Lawler NY 12563-1527
"Stop destroying our natural habitats to fulfill the humans lust for the things that can bring us luxury. Deeply
concerned, Vedet Lawler"
Martha Lawler OR 97739-9013
"I am saying no to Big Coal exploiting and destroying any more of our country."
Elizabeth Lawless OH 43082-8295
"Forest are a vital resource for future generations. Bulldozing new roads and destroying this resource puts at
jeopardy the health and welfare of my kids and their kids and so on. Don't allow this to continue.

Stop the bulldozing!"
Eric Lawrence
"We can't afford to keep keep compromising the integrity of our wildlands and forests, especially for the shortterm profits of a dirty energy company."
Terry Lawrence CA 94530-2822
"Pristine forests are more important than profits for people and corporations. Pristine forests can not be
replaced. Corporations will promise anything including reforestation to be able to mine for their product. But I
have yet to see any corporation keep their word. They raze the land causing water run off and floods and
subsequent contamination of creeks ,rivers and lakes. They disrupt forests and disrupt natural ecosystems."

Vinnedge Lawrence ME 04091-3002
"This is not the time to reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that would allow thousands of acres
of roadless forest to be lost to coal mining. This is a no-brainer as forests help combat climate change whereas
burning fossil fuels exacerbates it. The Forest Service should realize its extraordinary obligation at this time to
generate more forested land rather than propose losing pristine forest within its purview."
Sally Lawrence NY 12018-2814
"Coal is out. Forests continue to be a high priority for numerous reasons. It is a no brainer. Coal has to be
eliminated due to all its dangers."
John Lawrence WA 98118-3052
"Stop mine activity It is time to phase out dirty coal."
James Lawrence WV 26601-1141
"I don't oppose coal. But I do oppose destroying our forests like this to obtain it! Don't allow it!"
Claire Laws
TX 76244-5618
"Our forests and roadless lands ARE ROADLESS FOR A REASON.And our responsibilities to Earth and ALL
HER INHABITANTS HINGES ON CLEAN ENERGY. COAL IS FILTHY and Destructive to our atmosphere.
Money is Not what's important here. PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY.NO ROADS TO COAL!!! PLEASE"
Amy Lawson
"I STRONGLY oppose damaging our wild areas for the sake of coal mining! DO NOT ALLOW this corporation
to RAPE our wilderness!"
Emily Lawson CA 93117-2418
"Blessings to Our Earth, keeping Health and Vitality for Forests, Wildlife, Habitat, Fresh Air and for our own
Well-Being. Thanks"
Daniel Lawson CA 91505-2414
"Thank you for reading my letter. Action is required now to stop the brutal rape of or world for the sake of
profits. Find another way so that the generations that follow will still have a chance to survive."
Ellen Lawson GA 30043-7663
"YOu all seem to keep on until we will have no natural resources left but then you will have taken youor

money and run. May you choke to death on the fumes left like the rest of jus!"
Bart Lawson KS 66762-2511
"For the life of me I can't imagine why we are even exploring for coal and then mining it. I live smack dab in the
middle of an area in SE KS that was the site of pit mining. Even though some effort has been made to return
the area to it's pre-mining condition. It is far from being done and will never be done. Indeed, it would be
impossible to do. The effort, expense, and manpower needed to accomplish roadless coal mines should be
directed towards ending our reliance on fossil fuel."
Renee Lawson NC 27127-6814
"We should be beyond coal use in this country by now. Renewable energy is the only answer."
Patricia Lawson SC 29212-3135
"We need to stop coal mining and focus on renewable energy resources. Coal and fossil fuels add to global
warming."
Russell Lawton
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to clear forests in Colorado for mining purposes."
Larry Lawton WA 98520-9639
"There is not much point in having clean energy policies if we are going to allow new coal mines! Science says
we need to leave most fossil fuel in the ground. Coal is the dirtiest fossil fuel -- best leave it where it is. And
destroying an existing wilderness to get at the dirty coal, all for the profit of one corporation, adds insult to
injury.. Please just say no to this horrible proposal."
Cynthia Lawton-singer MA 01341-9651
"Climate change is real and poses a threat to life on our planet. Fossil fuels need to be left in the ground. We
must change our consumption patterns. We must stop SUBSIDIZING extractive industries like coal by granting
them our public lands to destroy for profit. Please honor your grandchildren and all the grandchildren by helping
make a livable planet; one that has turned the page on fossil fuels."
Kevin Lax
CA 90034-5905
"Please put the environment before monetary gain!"
Gregory Laxer CT 06239
"If I'm not mistaken, your salary is paid by the citizens of the United States, not coal corporations. Pillaging any

relatively virgin forest area for energy resources is bad enough, but for extra-polluting COAL?? Are you kidding
me?!? Do not grant any mining rights to exploit unspoiled forests to Arch Coal or any such operation in
Colorado or any other state!!!"
Patricia Layden WA 98188-3651
"Our planet needs protecting. Coal mining in pristine forests is destructive to our already compromised
environment."
Thomas Layman VA 23223-7955
"How can the president go to Paris and talk abut climate change--and here you the Forest Service are doing
the opposite by bulldozing us in to the past."
Dan Layman

VA 22939-2101
"Leave Coal in the ground. Do not destroy thusands of acres of pristine forests."
Jennifer Layton MO 65201-6127
"Please don't allow greed to win out over sense. Keep this loophole closed."
Maria Lazarescu
"Don't think only of profits and immediate needs! It is not a win or lose game if the cutting of this and many
other forests goes on. We all lose! Help and guide companies who don't see their impact on the environment to
find alternative ways to thrive economically. Protect nature and so you protect life and future of Earth and
humanity!"
Anne Lazarus NY 10009-1340
"These are public forests, not areas for the coal mining industry to exploit and destroy. Do not allow coal mining
in our public forests."
James Lazell MS 39202-2134
"As a professional biologist with a long career invested in conservation I know this project is insane: leave it in
the ground!"
Rende Lazure CA 94559-3513
"We simply cannot risk the environmental damage or pollution from this proposal. No!"
Dale Le Fevre CA 95437-8107
"Addressing climate change means saying "No" to projects like Arch Coal is proposing in Colorado's roadless
forest."
Darcy Leach IL 61606-1024
"Do not destroy a single acre of forest! We need less fossil fuels, not more! Roadless forests must remain
untouched, to save the habitats of our endangered predators and ecosystems."
Jason Leach
TX 76244-8166
"It's not worth mining this stuff. Coal prices are down already. Time to switch to solar and wind"
Dan Leahy
CA 91001-2752
"We cannot allow the reopenig of this loophole. The costs to the environment are too great!"
Susan Leahy MO 63144-2629
"Roadless forests are meant to be that way to PREVENT destruction of these important wildlife habitats"
Alice Leake
IN 47408-1326
"It's time to follow President Teddy Roosevelt in his defense of this beautiful country. Raping our pristine
forests is unAmerican coal belongs in the ground if this planet is to survive"
Geraldine Leamon MA 01267-2833
"Burning more fossil fuels - over 170 million tons of coal! - is the last thing we want or need. Invest in
renewable, clean energy if you want to make money - or there'll be no future for any of us. ."
Mary Joy Leaper

CT 06897-2538
"Coal is archaic. There is no place for it in a world already reaping the hardships of climate change. Please do
not re-open the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. Climate costs are FAR too high, and once the pristine
forest is destroyed, there's no getting it back."
Alison Leary MA 02458-1308
"Terrible! Undermines our commitment to renewable fuels and reducing GHG's"

Carol Leaver IL 62526-4038
"Stop damaging our environment!"
Jacqueline Leavy IL 60304-1529
"Global climate change is - literally - encroaching on communities all over the planet. More coal=more pollution,
even as we swoon from severe weather, historic floods and wildfires, and island nations and communities don't
know how they're going to hold back rising seas. SO WHY should the U.S. Forest Service forsake its solemn
stewardship of our precious few wild areas and roadless forests, to crank up global warming? NO, don't do it.
Tell Arch Coal they can't use a loophole to bulldoze thousands of acres of pristine roadless forests. American
taxpayers are sick and tired of these special interests encroaching on public lands and worsening the world's
climate problems."
Molly Leban FL 33461-6246
"Consider the side effects of such action: Aside from the environmental harm it permits, this loophole will
inevitably contribute to the world's global warming crisis."
Thomas Lebhar CA 92102-1710
"Opening this loophole for additional coal mining is not what the country and world need now. Coal is too dirty
and dangerous and we need to live without it."
Jeanne Lebow MS 39553-0015
"This is a "no brainer." With climate change, America needs its pristine forests, and coal needs to stay in the
ground. Don't give the American people's land away to Big Coal."
Ana Lebron FL 34120
"Is time to look to the future and sustaining alternatives to fuel. People get pulmonary diseases from coal, and
our governments are already trying to work on way to help our environment. This would do the opposite. It's a
short term win that only hurts everyone in the long run."
Connie Lebsack OR 97424-4820
"stop it, just stop it! you've ruined enough."
Steven Leclerq MO 63122-6003
"When it is extremely clear that the US now needs to move away from fossil fuels, this is no time to give
permits for more coal mining, especially when it is in roadless pristine areas such as those proposed in
Colorado. These areas will be of much more value to us when left in their natural state, than to allow them to be
bulldozed for the benefit of one company."
Elizabeth Lecompte CA 95817-1402

"Coal is the way of the past and the continual progression of it's use only harms our societies future and
evidences our stupidity."
Trisha Lee
CA 95501-4110
"Don't destroy this planet for a few to gain more wealth."
Peter Lee
CA 94118-3556
"Just Wrong!"
Jonathan Lee CA 95501-1308
"Keep roadless forests roadless. It's time to stop coal mining."
Andrea Lee
CA 91423-3608
"Please do the right thing."
Jinny Lee
FL 32666-3950
"We are all spiritually and morally obligated to be good stewards of this earth and it is time it is honored.....so
honor it by stopping coal mining on roadless forests....."
Allison Lee
FL 32828-9177
"You have a responsibility to protect these roadless forests."
Patricia Lee
GA 30032-7417
"We need to be building Solar arrays, not roads that will lead to more coal burning and higher CO2 production
!"
Benjamin Lee MI 48039-3342
"Please do not let this happen...clearcutting forests to make way for new coal mines is not the direction the

people of the United States want to be heading in..."
Rand Lee
NM 87505-5276
"Intelligent capitalism necessitates a balance between longterm thinking and shortterm profits. Permitting Arch
Coal to vandalize thousands of acres of wild lands while creating havoc with the atmosphere and water table is
not in this capitalist economy's best interest."
Constance Lee OR 97008-7717
"The raping of our environment, contributing massively to global warming by the mining action you are
considering should shame you, Arch Coal. PLEASE, don't let this horrific deed by Arch Coal happen!!"
Jeanette Lee PA 17315-2788
"These forests should be protected for future generations to enjoy. Please don't let their destruction happen on
your watch."
Deborah Lee TX 78550-7815
"Don't even pretend that you're considering waging yet another war with these attacks on our land, on our
wildlife and on our climate."
Virginia Lee

UT 84105-1923
"Why do a deal with going-out-of-business Arch Coal?"
Eleanor Lee
VA 22153-3015
"Deforestation is one of the main causes of global warming. The forests remove CO2 from the atmosphere. We
cannot afford to lose any more precious forests especially for coal!"
Heather Lee VA 22301
"Keep coal out of our forests"
Rob Lee
WA 98546-9726
"They want permission to rape the land, destroy the environment and pollute the atmosphere. So they can
what? Sell the coal to China? Tell them to invest there time and money into renewable energy or get lost."
Analisa Lee
WA 98245-9714
"This is extremely alarming to me. Please keep roadless areas protected from Arch Coal and all other
corporate interests. It is our responsibility to protect public resources of wilderness and natural ecosystems for
the far future generations. Thank you."
Kathleen Lee WA 98503-2164
"We need to keep our wild lands wild! They can never be truly wild again once they are touched and our wild
lands are diminishing. Keep big coal out!"
Wanda Lee
WI 54983-9320
"Protect all federally owned land for the citizens of USA. These lands belong to the people. The land and the
creatures who live there should be protected from the corporations and individuals who utilize the land for
private gain. Stop the mining of our natural resources. Leave the land in its natural state for future generations.
Implements actions which protect our natural resources."
Sydney Lee Berner CA 91722-3337
"What happened to global warming and phasing out fossil fuels? Allowing a new mine to be started is going
backwards. Spend your money on renewable sources of energy to create jobs and energize our country."
Lisa Leech
OH 43015-9037
"Please stop Arch Coal from ruining our environment!!! Save our Earth!!"
Kleomichele Leeds CA 93105-2662
"Allowing this company to bulldoze and destroy the land and environment in Colorado would be nothing less
than a horrific crime against nature and the citizenry. Please do the right thing and forbid this act of rape
against the land. Thank you."
Cheyl Leeds
MO 65441-0030
"We need the trees this mining would destroy & not the carbon pollution it would add to the atmosphere. We
need to take action now. What is wrong that we can't see the dangers ahead & make our survival a priority over
profit."

Karyl Lee-figueroa CA 94577-4835
"Stop allowing huge oil, coal, and other dirty fossil-fuel corporations from destroying our environment and
making taxpayers do their clean-up, while they make private profit off of their destruction of our environment."
Kathleen Leenders KS 67401-4731
"My son has done two seasons of conservation work with the Montana Conservation Corps where it was
instilled in him and his coworkers to appreciate and be good stewards of pristine old growth forests.
Certainly the Forest Service has a similar philosophy...please stop coal mining on roadless forests!"
Philip Lefcourt CA 91101-2465
"The U. S. Forest Service is supposed to save and protect land for the public, not give it away to big business!"
Yvonne Lefever PA 19076-2031
"No loophole for the Colorado Roadless Rule please! Don't allow Arch Coal to degrade this area for coal. Also,
This is counter to what is being accomplished at the Paris talks on Global Warming. We should not be
hypocritical. Thank you for your attention."
Neatha Lefevre WA 98661-5452
"I do not want my taxdollars used to build roads for private companies to mine coal from environmentally
sensitive areas of Colorado and any other forested area within the United States."
Mark Leffler TN 38041-6013
"STOP COAL MINING EVERYWHERE .. period"
George Lefloch
"Stop coal mining and burning all together."
Dee Leggett
"We need to maintain the roadless areas we have. There is so little left."
Mary Lehman NJ 08109-2206
"Stop Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of pristine roadless forests in Colorado in order to mine more than
170 million tons of coal. Help us become stewards of the Earth, not destroyers."
Cynthia Lehman NY 14216-1819
"Please stop. I don't even understand why I have to ask you not to mine for coal in this area. It is an
unthinkable action."
A Lehmann
LA 70454-8031
"Our pristine areas are priceless. LEAVE THEM ALONE!!!!"
Sarah Lehrer-graiwer CA 90027-1219
"It is blatantly obvious we urgently need to move away from coal, not further devastate functioning ecosystems
to mine more."
George Lehto
"If China was not buying our coal fields there would probably be enough coal without raping more forest

land. People here in North Carolina are unable to purchase coal as it is going mostly to China."
Dorothea Leicher PA 19103-6442
"We cannot afford to lose any forests in this age of climate change, least of all to mine coal which will drive up
greenhouse gas emissions even more. The sad truth is that we need to leave it in the ground if we want our
children and grandchildren (I have 6) to have a livable world."
Lori Leichter MN 56501-4832
"Some things, once done, cannot be undone. Please protect our future."
Tara Leigh
WA 98023-4568
"Arch Coal should not be allowed to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our
atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest! This insanity needs to stop now!"
Tracy Leinbaugh OH 45701-8849
"Coal mining is irresponsible."
Rachel Leip
MO 65109-1424
"Keep the coal in the ground and save the forest. No giveaway to Arch Coal!"
Don Leisen
MN 55369-3968
"My son lives the beautiful Blue Ridge mts. Air quality is affected by deforestation and mountain top removal.

Stop it please!"
Francis Leitao
"Stop these crimes against mother earth. You should be prosecuted for this shameful acts."
Salom Lellinger NC 28712-7824
"This is appalling!"
Peggy Lemahieu WI 53703
"Clear cutting the forest down to get at strip mining for coal is absolutely the wrong thing to do!!! We need to
rethink our policies on coal and look for cleaner energy sources! I am very against this action!!!"
Richard Lemieux TX 75013-3460
"Money is a fluid. If you do not contain it, it will slip through, and ruin our planet forest lungs. Eventually we will
all choke. You are subject to strong fluid pressure caused by greed. I will pray for your victory."
Joseph Lemischak NY 10603-1430
"Stop destroying the forests. Do not reopen the loophole in the Roadless Rule"
Eric Lemke
MI 49464-1125
"Enough of the loopholes! Find another place to get your coal, if you must. Pristine roadless forests need
protection, not exploitation."
Roberta Lenard CA 91941
"Leave the forest alone."
Mark Lender

CT 06412
"We all breath the same air. Stop coal."
Doug Lenier CA 91401-4328
"STOP killing the earth, already!!!"
Pamela Lennen CA 92111-2528
"Please stop hurting the forest and our atmosphere."
Sara Lennon ME 04107-2118
"Please consider the long term implications of sending more coal byproduct into our endangered atmosphere.
Let us leave an intact earth to future generations."
Sarah Lennon WA 98230-9584
"we don't need to destroy more thing that we can't possibly replace. it's time to take care of the earth as well as
humanity"
Tami Lenox
VA 20152-6068
"Destroying pristine land to mine polluting fuel makes no sense, we need other alternatives!"
Andrew Lenton NY 10037-1524
"When rules are in place to protect wilderness , The Forest Service should uphold existing rules. It's that
simple."
Richard Lentz CA 95628-4156
"When the world is facing a climate crisis and must reduce fossil fuel emissions, it is pure and simple greed
and stupidity that results in destruction of things (trees) that will save our planet to extract stuff (coal) that kills
our planet. What is proposed will further enable planetary suicide."
Andrew Lenz MA 01054-0059
"What are you plotting to do? Ship the coal to China and India?"
Karen Leo
CA 92651-1676
"Our forests are a treasure worthy of preservation. Do not destroy their natural beauty and calm, a refuge from
the noise and busyness of daily life."
Sheryl Leo
IL 60050-4152
"I thought we were trying to find a solution to save our planet? Why are you so determined to destroy it?
Please stop what you're doing and think of the future we are leaving our children."
Joe Leonard
"Now."
Jeanette Leonard
"Please do not destroy our forests to mine coal. Coal is not our future if we want to control climate change."
Fred Leonard AZ 86305-6407

"Thank you for considering my comments."

Deni Leonard CA 94121-1944
"A 25% Renewable Energy Usage Tax should be imposed on all non-renewable energy projects to secure a
sustainable Mother Earth for the future Children! Deni Leonard"
Michael Leonard CA 92038-0654
"Coal should be DEAD as an energy source. Instead. Arch Coal want to kill a forest to mine more coal. Please
do not allow this to happen. Thank you."
Monika Leonard IN 46743-9760
"Keep coal in the ground and do not devastate the few pristine natural areas remaining for wildlife and human
enjoyment. This is detrimental to humanity while benefiting a few rich people. For shame!"
Eric Leonard MI 48224-2597
"Its time for big coal to stop raping and pillaging Mother Earth!"
Thomas Leonard NY 10467
"Leave the coal in the ground. The forests are worth far more, and can't be restored."
Esther Leonard WV 25705-1324
"Arch Coal, stay out of the forest. We like our wild lands the way they are."
Stephen Leone NY 11787-2505
"No roads in areas that are set aside as roadless. PERIOD!!"
Erin Leong
MA 01731-2658
"It is my understanding that the Forest Service was created protect and properly manage our nation's forests. It
is not your job to make them available to corporations who will destroy our natural resources for personal profit.
DO YOUR DUTY!"
David Leopold HI 96796-0790
"The forest service is supposed to be protecting our forests, not approving ways to allow companies a way to
destroy them. The Colorado Roadless Rule should be amended to prevent destruction of forests."
Sally Leque
WI 53901-9756
"It is time to stop destroying national forest lands in quest of fossil fuels such as coal or oil. Even more
importantly, I find it disgusting that a corporation like Arch Coal can invade the forest for financial profit at a
time when common sense indicates we must make the switch to renewable energy. The forest service has a
responsibility to take GOOD CARE of forest lands. Allowing Arch Coal to proceed is not good care."
Leslie Lerch NJ 08077
"Our forests are beyond value, and at this point in the history,of human beings on earth, they provide the very
lungs of the planet. Coal is something that must be phased out because of its impact on our climate and
ecosystems. To sacrifice forests for coal makes less than no sense. Please see that these forests are
preserved. Thank you very much."
Myra Lerman

MA 02135-7805
"With the world climate talks in Paris, we cannot afford to add to pollution, destroy habitats including forests.
One can only make changes in the present. Now is a powerful time to act environmentally responsible; change
is now!"
Valerie Lerman-greene IL 60202-3426
"No loopholes! Leave the forests alone!!! Tell Arch Coal to take a hike - literally. Maybe it will help them get
their corporate-profits heads out of their corporate-profits butts."
Shaina Lerner CA 94606-1545 "#N/A"
Viviane Lerner HI 96721-6187
"Are you asleep at the wheel, US Forest Service? Whether you care about land and wildlife or about climate
change, the need to stop Arch Coal at this point should be quite *obvious*! Please wake up!"
Greg Leroy
CA 93110-1036
"No roadless bulldozing to mine coal in Colorado forests. No loopholes, no mining!!!"
Donna Lesinski NY 14043-3716
"What will be left of our wildlife?"
Mike Lesley

AL 35206-1724
"These precious woodlands need to be protected from destruction by greedy companies. Do the right thing and
save this natural resource."
Lin Leslie
MI 48843-4506
"Keep the coal in the ground."
Terri Lesnak IL 60436-1918
"Please help save our forests and the wildlife that depends on them."
Michael Lesser IL 60613
"We don't need shrinking forests. What we do need is a shift away from coal. Please draw the line and don't
allow them to cross."
Philip Lesser NC 28203-5120
"I urge you to avoid giving permission for Arch Coal to create roads in roadless Colorado forests in order to
mine coal."
Gerson Lesser NY 10471-1402
"There is so little pristine land remaining in our country. Please preserve it!!"
Patricia Lessie WI 53717-2164
"It's time to put an end to reckless destruction of our forests. Let's find better ways to produce energy."
Catrina Lessley CA 95726-0016

"This is unacceptable. The land belongs to the people not corporations to make money and ruin the land."
Betty Lester MD 21061-3324
"Leave our forest alone for the sake of our wildlife, our environment, and our children. coal is no reason to
destroy forest land. The forest service should be protecting our forests from coal mining, methane gas, and
everything detrimental to the forest and its wildlife that goes along with it."
Lori Lester
SC 29055-8809
"cOAL MINING IS OUT DATED PLEASE FIND OTHER WAYS"
Laura Lester TN 37029-6102
"Stop the destruction."
Sarah Letoile CA 94129-2815
"Since when is our Forest Service in the COAL MINING BUSINESS? Outragious, rape of pristine forests, you
are out of your minds!!!"
Pamela Letourneau CA 95403-8181
"What? Please, get going on alternative energy sourcing and put the subsidies where they belong- r&d into
less harmful sources of energy. Stop using dirty, extractive energy sources."
Jeff Letterman WA 98236-8440
"I oppose the Forest Service proposal to reopen the coal mining loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule.
Haven't we learned anything about the burning of more coal?"
Tamah Lettieri FL 33442-6050
"Renewable energy is the answer! Please halt the destruction of mother earth from fossil fuel corps"
Robert Leudesdorf FL 32940
"Please end this madness. This is our only planet and no amount of profit can replace this type of destruction."
Carol Leung
CA 94065-1145
"We need a clean energy."
Sharyn Leurck IN 47040-9436
"When will our leaders look at what they do with a conscience instead of a dollar sign? This planet needs our
help for us all to survive."
Heide Leuthner Decker NY 11709-1904
"We must save our few remaining forest. The destruction of the planet is becoming an epidemic with
consequences for reaching what the eye can see. I speak up for our generation and for future generations to
save our forest."
Tim Levatich NY 14817-9728
"We simply must STOP destroying our own habitat. No more fossil fuel extraction, please. Just stop."

B Levedahl

MD 21212-2002
"This is very important to me. I have hiked in this area and plan to travel there again."
Peter Leven
MI 48433-1879
"Coal needs to stay in the ground and we want our forests intact! No more coal."
Marie Leven MI 48433-1879
"With global warming why are you even considering mining more coal ? Have you no shame?"
Kurt Levensaler CA 94526-2206
"Please act to protect what cannot be restored."
Carol Leveque OH 45233-1605
"We need to be leaders in this issue of climate change. If not us, then who?"
George Levesque MA 01851-1555
"stop coal, period!"
Larry Levin CA 95928
"Coal is a dinosaur form of energy that must be eliminated immediately."
Perry Levin MD 20852
"Corporations should be required to repair the $13 billion damage. It should be a normal cost of doing
business. Price them out of the market."
Shira Levin
MN 55411-2806
"Don't allow the bulldozing of Colorado's pristine forest and mining of coal."
Lynn Levin
NJ 07002-4207
"If you take a taxpayer's opinion to heart, you as the Forest Service of these United States will leave the coal in
these grounds, thereby TURNING the PAGE and sending a message heard round the world !!!"
Mark Levin
PA 19462-2308
"We do not need anymore coal mines. Please safe our forests."
Judith Levine CA 94564-1612
"Coal is dirty; forests are clean. Stop Arch Coal from destroying forest land."
Joel Levine CA 95482
"Coal mining is a self destructive act. Burning coal is insanity. Please don't permit this."
Wil Levine
CA 94930-1029
"Please choose to protect these forests and leave the coal in the ground."
Peter Levine CA 94602-2436
"You've got to be kidding!"

Melissa Levine KY 40515-1259
"Roadless lands are our true undisturbed wild area s. They MUST remain that way. This is a rape of your land
and mine."
Lynn Levine
MN 55416-3625
"Must be destroyed every single natural space that's left?"
Gregg Levine NY 11102-4175
"There are plenty of coal fields where it would be easy to get to. These should be left alone. In fact I seriously
doubt that we even need coal again."
Karen Levins NM 87120-4479
"PLEASE STOP THIS DESTRUCTION OF OUR LAND!"
Hannah Levit TX 78703-1823
"I'm a teenager and I have a deep passion for the Earth. I don't want to see a time where forests are obsolete.
Please, preserve this country's forests so that future generations, including my future children, can enjoy them."
Mary Levitt
MD 21209-1817
"Please stop Arch Coal from mining in Colorado's roadless forest--this beautiful, wild land is irreplaceable."
Brian Levy
"Keep the coal in the ground please."
Rita Levy

NJ 08540-8633
"you are destroying the world"
Kenneth Levy-church NY 10018-3496
"Please stop the needless road-building for an industry that has been given enough breaks over the past
century. We need more present energy not fossilized energy."
John Lewall
AZ 85614-3001
"Coal should be phased out.We need forests as a buffer against climate change."
Loren Lewandowski NE 68803-5363
"Coal is a dead industry. We don't need more mines, we need fewer.what we really need is more trees!"
Catherine Lewis
"If the forest service will not ensure the protection and preservation of our lands the American people need to
remove them from all positions of power. You work for us."
Anne Lewis
"This is outrageous!"
Rebekah Lewis
"We are supposed to be moving away from coal usage in this country. Why, then, would we destroy acres of
pristine forest and disturb the habitat for countless species to mine more coal? We must protect our trees
which clean our air, not make way for more pollution. And we must protect those species who

make their home in the forest because they can not protect themselves from such destructive action. Please
reconsider, and protect our land from further senseless destruction. Thank you."
Diane Lewis
"We must encourage clean energy"
Richard Lewis CA 90036-5720
"This hideous plan will kill people for many years to come."
Sammarye Lewis CA 95159-6331
"This loophole in the Roadless Rule is strictly for greedy coal mining industry, particularly Arch Coal. The
Forest Service must represent the public and our wildlife, not big business."
Tom Lewis
FL 33467-6970
"Are you kidding me? Who got to the Forest Service? Citizens United strikes again. Please do not reopen this
loophole. Protect our roadless forests!"
Ryan Lewis
MO 63139-3401
"While management of our wild areas does require revenue, partnership with fossil fuel energy companies is
the antithesis of sustainable, prudent practice. We have plenty of coal resource available from other active
mining locations in the USA. The only reasons I can assume this measure is being considered are either
corruption or laziness toward finding other funding solutions. There is no way that new coal mines in our wild
places will truly benefit America, in part or whole. Please find another answer. Sincerely, Ryan"
Leslie Lewis
NC 28303-4909
"we the people have a right to keep our forests & wild lands pristine to preserve sanctity of natural resources, to
preserve our clean air & water for now & generations & to preserve the species of animals, plants & their
habitats - the right of preservation of this roadless forest & our natural resources for citizenry is paramount collectively we matter most, not one corporation's bottom line at cost of destruction of our pristine natural
resources, they are priceless!"
Wayne Lewis NJ 08205-4483
"For the sake of our grandchildren we simply cannot take any more coal from the ground"
Fred Lewis
NM 88061-7411
"Fight climate change and protect our forests."
Sherry Lewis NM 87594-1331
"Why? We need to keep the coal in the ground. Why destroy 19,000 acres of forest. What about the animals
that live there? I'm tired of oil, gas, and coal being allowed to steal land!"
Stuart Lewis OH 45459-5114
"We need trees. We don't need more coal. We need clean air to breathe."
Margaret Lewis PA 19444-1722

"As a voter, a mother, and a full-time working and taxpaying citizen, I strongly call on our public's Forest
Service to reject the coal mining loophole. All I can say is how on EARTH can we consider the destruction

and pollution that would come from opening the loophole in light of our current climate situation (as a nation &
as citizens of the world)."
Daniel Lewis TX 77014-2801
"Become further wealthy some other way, not on The People's land. Only traitors purposely damage land and
water."
Catherine Lewis TX 77833-4527
"don't allow man's needs to trump MOTHER NATURE!"
Ruth Lewis
WA 99156-1068
"While the world meets to try to decide on actions to slow down climate change, to reduce pollution to the very
air we breathe, we in America continue to the dig up that american gold to pollute it even more. Are we
insane?"
Geary Lewis WA 99201-5416
"You have got to be kidding. Please quit gining big money the chance to destroy what we care for so much."
Rita Lewis
WV 25266-9613
"I live in a state where the coal industry has destroyed millions of acres of forests, contaminated the waters and
negatively impacted the health of the residents. There seems to be no corporate accountability. Do not let Arch
Coal destroy this roadless forest in Colorado. From experience, I tell you that the old saying "once it's gone, it's
gone" couldn't apply more to this issue."
Laura Lewis-tuffin FL 32277-0958
"This is the right thing to do. Thank you."
Bill Leyrer
WA 98109-3528
"What is the value of wilderness?"
Pamela Lezaeta RI 02852-4549
"We should invest in renewable sources of energy, that is the fertile future for societies to prosper. No to
burning dirty coal!"
Theresa Lianzi FL 33913-8674
"We need to keep most of our fossil fuels in the ground."
Wendy Liberatori PA 18419-9719
"Stop destroying forests to build roads to mine coal SAVE OUR EARTH!!!!!"
George Libert NM 88005-8219
"Do NOT increase your pollution by cutting down trees."
K Liberta
NY 14020-2010
"the land needs to be preserved not bulldozed !Please stop do not allow greed to devistate our land!"

